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“Destination management enables those in tourism
to consider destination management holistically
rather than just in tourism terms.”
The Guide to Best Practice Destination Management
By The Australia Regional Tourism Network
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Alberta Northern Rockies destination is well positioned to contribute to the economic
growth of the region, which spans Yellowhead County through Edson, Hinton, Grande Cache as
well as Willmore Wilderness Park and 28 provincial parks. The majestic mountains and
biodiverse landscape coupled with the stories of culture, history, and the incredible year-round
outdoor recreation has potential to reach a great number of visitors and provide them with
world-class encounters.
The Alliance recognizes that through implementation of this management plan, the Alberta
Northern Rockies will contribute to both enhancing the quality of life of local residents while
also significantly contributing to the province Alberta’s goal to grow tourism to a $10.3 billion
industry by 2020. The Alliance values Alberta’s Tourism Framework as a guiding document in
developing, managing, and marketing the visitor economy in Alberta Northern Rockies.
Significant stakeholder input was also pursued to customize this plan for the region’s unique
characteristics, and as such the following will drive the Plan:
Vision: The vision of Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance is to strategically position and
to develop the Alberta Northern Rockies region to become an enticing regional destination
offering genuine cultural heritage and nature-based visitor experiences.
Mission: The mission of Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance (ANRTA) is to
collaboratively foster the development of tourism in our region as a vital sustainable economic
development strategy which encompasses a multitude of unique experiences and opportunities
for visitors and locals alike, and to promote the experience to the world while protecting the
natural elements and environment for future generations.
Objective: The ANRTA’s objective is to support its member development of “market ready”
tourism products while at the same time promoting the region as a whole to grow visitation and
bolster local economies.
Goals: The following goals for the next three years represent the ways in which the ANRTA
intends to affect the visitor economy, destination image and resident quality of life in the near
to mid-term. Elements of each goal will be implemented in the near term or mid-term and are
represented in the action plan items within this broader document.
1. Implement the Destination Management Plan to improve destination coordination and
cohesiveness
2. Improve the visitor experience
3. Increase visitation to the area
4. Increase resident quality of life by improving recreational infrastructure
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The performance indicators will be used by the ANRTA as an organization to help drive
decisions about what projects to prioritize. As work towards goal achievement progresses it is
important to build on the region’s strengths such as leveraging the region’s rich cultural
heritage, and the strong backcountry attractions into more front country opportunities. The
successful international model of “stay another day” can draw visitors to pursue previously
little-known regional add-ons to their itinerary, thus providing benefits throughout the Alberta
Northern Rockies communities. Several circuit options will be developed to provide variety and
expand on this concept. This plan is focused on pursuing ‘low hanging fruit’ that does not
require expensive international marketing campaigns.
The Alberta Northern Rockies has an abundance of top attractions and experiences to offer, and
the region is ideally located to optimize visitation from numerous directions. Key gateways
including Edmonton to the east and Jasper (feeding from Vancouver in the west and Banff to the
south) as well as the route from the USA up Hwy 40 through Grande Cache to Alaska, have
strong market connections that the ANRTA can leverage. This is of great mutual benefit for all
areas and as such a harmonized collaboration will be activated and continue to grow
throughout the three years of this plan.
The Alberta Northern Rockies already has a very strong land base and diversity of attractive
assets. The initial phase of the DMP planning and execution should act as the groundwork for
future development. In time, nearby DMPs in Alberta and beyond will link to the ANRTA DMP
to extend tourism that is appropriate to the region, people and landscape.
The ANRTA DMP represents the early stages of work in implementing the visitor industry as a
strong compliment to economic, cultural and social life in the region. For instance tourism is
well positioned to support the region as a:




Strong secondary economy supporting economic diversification;
Way to build recreation and quality of life opportunity for local residents;
Way to pursue destination branding or storytelling and present itself to the rest of the
world.

The ANRTA is confident in the potential of the region and a small investment of $15,000 from
each municipality is required in the near term to initiate the DMO. Grants will also be pursued
at the provincial and federal level to add to this seed funding. Future phases may be co-funded
by a tourism levy, however this takes coordination and time to establish, hence the blended
funding model with supplements by other streams of revenue. Moreover, business
opportunities will be investigated with other industries to develop innovative partnership that
will generate revenue and opportunities for the region.
As a new destination, the ANRTA is aware of the critical importance of setting a strategic
direction and building trust one small success at a time. This approach will help the visitor
economy grow in an innovative and sustainable way, while communities in the region reap the
increasing benefits of a diversified economy.
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OPENING LETTER
A Message from ANRTA Chair Person Loraine Johnston MacKay
The timing is right in northwestern Alberta to expand focus more towards the visitor industry, and as such I’m
pleased to announce Alberta’s newest destination -- the Alberta Northern Rockies. The launch of the Alberta
Northern Rockies as a destination will bring benefit to all business along with the visitor economy value chain including grocery stores, gas stations, hotels, campgrounds, restaurants, tour providers, attractions like our golf
courses, world class ski facilities, recreation centers, and beyond.
Community members are all stakeholders within the region and should be proud to know that feedback from
visitors reveal that we have incredible picturesque attractions, welcoming hospitable communities and many
amazing stories to tell, bringing individuals, group, sports teams and more back again and again. This new regional
destination management plan improves linkages for visitors currently visiting the Jasper National Park and entice
them to stay longer and find hidden treasures like big horn sheep in Cadomin and the Beaver Boardwalk and
mountain bike park in Hinton. Did you know about the culturally rich heritage sites and traditional fur trading
routes around in Brule and the Willmore Wilderness Park? Grande Cache is an ideal stop along the Highway 40 to
Alaska with sites like Sulphur Gates around every turn; there are plenty of other year-round opportunities for
summer and winter exploring too. Edson’s annual Slow Pitch tournament showcases the biggest ballpark in the
world and ‘Rotary Sundays in the Park’ entice both locals and travelers to slow down and spend quality time with
their families. 28 scenic provincial parks are also dotted throughout Yellowhead County in this biodiverse
landscape we call the Alberta Northern Rockies. Stop by and join us in winter, spring, summer and fall and explore
what the region has to offer.
As international visitors grab a fishing pole, bike or camera and head to the Alberta Northern Rockies for an
authentic experience, we also urge local residents to invite friends and family members to be tourists in their own
back yard. Let's work together to gain community wealth through tourism.
Loraine Johnson McKay
ANRTA Chair Person

Sundance Hoodoo
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Background of the Destination
The Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance (ANRTA) was formed as an ad hoc group in
2007 to support the coordinated growth of tourism in the region. Today, ANRTA is an
incorporated non-profit organization focused on enhancing regional tourism coordination
and collaboration. In 2014, ANRTA received financial support from the Alberta Provincial
Government to pursue a Destination Management Plan (DMP).
This DMP presents the rationale to develop and promote tourism appropriate to the region.
The ANRTA region includes the jurisdictions of Edson, Grande Cache, Hinton, Yellowhead
County and Alberta Parks including Willmore Wilderness Park. Appropriate tourism
development refers to developing tourism that respects the strengths and needs of the
region. For instance, the ANRTA region presently supports strong economic development
strategies related to energy, mining and timber as well as tourism. Tourism does not
compete with resource industry development strategies with respect to economic value.
However, tourism adds to the economic diversity of the area by offering a strong secondary
visitor/tourist economy; multiple ways to enhance resident quality of life; adds to
community vitality and pride, and enables destination branding – all features that are
unique to tourism. This plan is initiated as a roadmap to guide the destination in improving
its visitor economy in a meaningful yet sustainable way.

ANRTA Regional Map Source: Alberta Parks
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The Region
The Alberta Northern Rockies region truly possesses world-class tourism potential that
rivals any similar destination in North America. The key to its strong position is the sum of
the region. That is, any one sub-region does not possess the breadth and depth of
opportunity to genuinely compete domestically and internationally. Each sub-region
possesses its own unique strengths and challenges. For instance, Jasper is a mature world
renowned adventure destination although it’s limited in its offerings and peak time
capacity; Grande Cache/Willmore possesses extra-ordinary eco and cultural tourism
opportunity but lacks infrastructure to benefit more from Alaska Highway and Yellowhead
Highway rubber tire traffic; Hinton is a strong gateway destination but to capitalize on its
position it requires a coordinated effort; Edson’s geography as mid-point between
Edmonton and Jasper presents strong excursionist and overnight opportunity but again
requires a coordinated effort to bring out its hidden gems. Yellowhead County offers a
multitude of outdoor adventure opportunities, scenery and experiences that like the other
sub-regions, required co-ordination and in some areas, better access.
The Alberta Northern Rockies offers a wide range of quality indoor and outdoor
recreational facilities, amenities, trails for self-propelled and motorized recreation as well
as a variety of entertainment, historic sites and cultural activities. Though many
international tourism promotions may not accurately reflect it, the Rocky Mountains
extend beyond the boundaries of majestic Jasper National Park and into lesser-known
areas such as Cadomin and Willmore Wilderness Park. Hinton and Grande Cache are both
gateways to the Northern Rocky Mountains and all communities, including Yellowhead
County have their own distinct quality attractions and activities. These include leading
sport competitions and recreational events as well as outdoor activities, all with the
backdrop of varying picturesque geographic landscapes – mountains, foothills, forests,
waterfalls and scenic lakes. The Alberta Northern Rockies is home to some of the best
wildlife viewing of many of Canada’s iconic creatures such as bears (grizzly and black),
wolves, bighorn sheep and beavers. There is also bird watching and world-class fishing and
hunting all within a biodiverse panorama.
As each sub-region has its own unique lures, they appeal to visitors of varying
demographics and niche tourism interests, which give the destination abundant diversity.
There is a spectrum of attractions from nature-based to built facilities, from free to pay;
and from new attractions to many older sites. Analysis of the assets in the Alberta Northern
Rockies reveals a number of product strengths for the overall destination and sub-regions.
There are also definite gaps creating an opportunity for improvement of existing
attractions or development of new amenities, and that is where the ANRTA will excel.
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ANRTA Regional Map Source: Alberta Parks

*The ANRTA region covers the communities of Edson, Yellowhead County, Hinton and
Grande Cache, and partners with existing DMO’s such as Tourism Jasper to enhance the
West Yellowhead area.
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Blending Culture and Nature
Dark Sky Festival
Photo credit: Tourism Jasper

What is a Tourism Destination?
A local tourism destination is a physical space in which a visitor spends at least one
overnight. It includes tourism products such as support services and attractions, and tourism
resources within one day´s return travel time. It has physical and administrative boundaries
defining its management, images and perceptions defining its market competitiveness. Local
tourism destinations incorporate various stakeholders often including a host community,
and can nest and network to form larger destinations.
Tourism being an extremely competitive industry requires a coordinated management
approach based on collective vision and strong partnership.
Benefits of Destination Management
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establishing a competitive edge
Ensuring tourism sustainability
Spreading the benefits of tourism
Improving tourism yield
Building a strong and vibrant brand identity
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ANRTA: ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACH

Beaver Boardwalk
Photo credit: Town of Hinton
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The ANRTA Organization
The Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance (ANRTA) evolved from an ad-hoc
committee in 2007 and was founded under it’s new structure as a ‘Not for Profit Society’ in
June 2013 in order to grow tourism success in the region. The group received an $80,000
grant from the provincial government to continue to form the organization as well as
complete a formalized Destination Management Plan for the region.
The ANRTA covers the area of Hinton, Edson, Grande Cache and Yellowhead County, and
partners with the surrounding Destination Management Organizations of Tourism Jasper,
Grande Prairie Regional Tourism Association, Banff Lake Louise Tourism, and Brazeau
Regional Tourism.
Considerable research has been carried out by the volunteer board of directors, Plan
Vision, the ANRTA Coordinator and the Destination Management Facilitator to complete
the Destination Management Plan and pave the way for the ANRTA to become a
Destination Management Organization in the West Yellowhead region of Alberta. Open
house style consultation events were hosted in each of the communities within the region,
as well as individual interviews with tourism businesses and key stakeholders. The action
plans and projects described in this package have been developed from those consultations
and the ANRTA believes in the viability of each of the outlined projects and timelines.
The ANRTA has made strides in the recent past in a number of different projects
throughout the region including partnering on the TransCanada Ecotours Northern Rockies
Highway Guide Ecotour app 1 and guidebook (2014) and the Hinton and Alberta Northern
Rockies Visitor Guide (2014, 2015, 2016). A comprehensive Tourism Asset Inventory for
the West Yellowhead was developed (2015) and a Destination Analysis Plan
produced(2015). In 2014 the ANRTA gained the support in principle from each of the five
communities within the West Yellowhead Region, and the organization has continued to
grow and evolve since that time. In spring of 2016 presentations were again completed for
all participating municipal councils seeking the support of the plan moving forward.
The Vision:
The Vision of Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance is to strategically position and to
develop the Alberta Northern Rockies region to become an enticing regional tourism
destination offering genuine cultural heritage and nature based experiences.

The Northern Rockies Ecotour Guidebook is available for purchase in print or Ebook
form. The app is a free IPhone / IPad based traveller’s guide to the Northern Rockies
region of Alberta. For more information please see https://ecotour.friresearch.ca/.
1
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Mission:
The mission of the Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance is to collaboratively foster
the development of tourism in our region as a vital sustainable economic development
strategy which encompasses a multiple of unique experiences and opportunities for
visitors and locals alike and to promote the experiences to the world while protecting the
natural elements and environment for future generations.
Organizational Culture:
The ANRTA board and staff are guided by the values of being professional, results-driven,
visitor-focused, innovative, accountable, transparent and collaborative with partners.
The Current Board of directors are as follows:
Lorraine Johnston-Mackay, Hinton Historical Society- Chairperson
Susan Feddema-Leonard, Willmore Wilderness Foundation- Director
Scott Sunderwald, Alberta Parks- Ex-Officio Member
Emily Olsen, Town of Hinton- Director
Natalie Charlton, Hinton and District Chamber of Commerce- Director
Krista Morrow, Town of Grande Cache- Director
Destination Management Facilitator:
Morgan Roberts- Acting Secretary / Staff
Friends of the ANRTA include:
Nancy Robbins, Community Futures West Yellowhead
Steve Bethge, Town of Edson
Stefan Felsing, Yellowhead County

The next ANRTA AGM is scheduled for December 2016, and the organization will be
actively recruiting new board members and friends of the organization at that time.
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ANRTA Partnerships To Date

















Town of Hinton
Town of Edson
Municipality of Jasper
Town of Grande Cache
Yellowhead County
Alberta Parks
Willmore Wilderness Foundation
Tourism Jasper
Parks Canada: Jasper National Park
Travel Alberta
Galloway Station Museum
Community Futures West Yellowhead
The Grande Cache Chamber of Commerce
The Edson and District Chamber of
Commerce
Foothills Research Institute (FRI)
The Yellowhead Regional Arts Festival


















The Hinton Historical Society
Alberta Rockies Adventures
The Hinton and District Chamber of
Commerce
The Jasper Park Chamber of Commerce
The Entwistle / Evansburg Chamber of
Commerce
The Grande Cache Tourism working group
The Fohn Festival
Wild Mountain Music festival
The Jasper Folk Music Festival
The Jasper Pride Festival
Medicine Lodge Rodeo
Farmers Day Festival
The Alberta Hotel and Lodging Association
Alberta Centre for Sustainable Rural
Communities
Alberta Skills Training and Labour
Tourism businesses within the West
Yellowhead area

The ANRTA is made up of members that are clearly different, yet they will be called upon
to act in a coordinated manner. Jasper’s tourism economy is likely as large as that of all
other ANRTA members combined. The positive element here is that Jasper acts the
obvious anchor tenant of the group but the challenge is to implement an organizational
structure and funding model that is deemed equitable by all.

Advancement of tourism in the region requires the coordination and support of a tourismspecific voice – this now exists in ANRTA. While the tourism partners all see value in the
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industry, a DMO provides the added value of bringing players who are indirectly connected
to tourism into the regional management to provide a more meaningful sense of place.
The community residents in the region wish to have the assurance that ANRTA will
advance tourism in a positive way, with values relative to its resources. ANRTA will
succeed by building and maintaining the confidence of tourism and other community
stakeholders.
Continued growth of the organization will be built with governance starting from the Board
level including strong Board representation from industry. The following table presents the
proposed structure and shows the growth to a board with industry representation and
potential autonomy from government representation.
ANRTA Organizational Structure and Bylaws
Overview of Proposed ANRTA Structure
Board
Structure

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

As is
present

Seek additional
industry /hotel
representation

Seek more
industry/hotel
representation

Broad industry
& government
representation

Broad industry
& government
representation

Full industry
representation
with
community
stakeholders

See Appendix A for the organization structure document “Destination Management
Organization Structure Framework and Guidelines” (Planvision Consulting, 2014). The job
descriptions for ANRTA staff are dependent on available operational budget and will
eventually grow from a staff of one up to three as the Destination Management Fund grows.

Chair

Vice Chair &
"Coordinator"

Treasurer

Secretary

ANRTA Proposed Organizational Structure

The following figure highlights the diversity of roles to be carried out by destination
management and marketing professionals. In the near term there will be one ANRTA
coordination who will focus on the core elements and in time as the funding models mature
additional team members will be added. The ANRTA will also liaise closely with
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destinations planners (ie Municipalities and others) as well as industry partners who are
directly and indirectly involved in the visitor economy.

Supportive
Elements

Core Elements

Destination Architect

Destination Planners
&
Destination Partners

Destination Seller

Destination Advocate

Modified from D. Anderson Destination Consulting Group

ANRTA’s Goals
The following goals represent the ways in which ANRTA intends to affect the visitor
economy, destination image and resident quality of life in the near to mid-term. The goals
are not presented in chronological order, that is, parts of each goal will be launched in the
near term and mid-term and represented in annual action plans. The goals are closely
alighted with the Key Priorities of Alberta’s Tourism framework 2013-2020.
1. Implement the Destination Management Plan to improve destination coordination and
cohesiveness
Specific ways to pursue this goal include:
a) Host a series of facilitated meetings in the area to bring together industry,
government and elected officials to coordinate the delivery of existing tourism
product;
b) Secure sustainable funding for ANRTA for a three to five year horizon;
c) Develop baseline data on visitors to the area for future planning and accountability;
d) Develop and launch an initial web presence for ANRTA to work with other key
partners;
e) Work with Travel Alberta as with other partners such as Jasper, Grande Prarie and
Edmonton tourism to increase awareness of existing opportunities;
f) Amass information and data in preparation for a more comprehensive branding
exercise.
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2. Improve the visitor experience
Specific ways to pursue this goal include:
a) Coordinating itineraries, packaging and partnerships;
b) Work with Travel Alberta (Industry Development) to enhance operator skills and
awareness in keeping with export readiness trends; and
c) Attract sustainable business investment to the region including such areas as
festivals, events, sport tourism and improved infrastructure.
3. Increase visitation
Specific ways to pursue this goal include:
a) Shorten the distance between Edmonton and Jasper in the near term – this is to
become one of several guiding themes in tourism development. In the medium term
the DMO will shorten the distance between the US and Alaska via Grande Cache via
Hwy 40;
b) Enhance existing itineraries and experiences in the park with out of park
opportunities;
c) Address seasonal room shortages by extending itineraries throughout the region;
d) Develop itineraries specifically targeted to increasing length of stay with robust
product offerings;
e) Enhance market research efforts to support planning and accountability tourism
efforts;
f) Target the development of existing tourism strengths such as adventure, cultural,
ecotourism and sport tourism;
g) Develop a branding campaign that clearly differentiates the region highlighting its
unique and attractive features; and
h) Increase strategic alliance partnerships and multi-channel marketing activity.
4. Increase resident quality of life by improving recreational infrastructure
Specific ways to pursue this goal include:
a) Enhance the visitor in your own backyard idea of presenting local attractions to area
residents;
b) Increase resident involvement in the on-going planning, execution and evaluation of
tourism in the region;
c) Increase resident and business community involvement in the branding (story
telling) process of the region;
d) Increase community recreation facilities and attractions for residents and visitors;
e) Promote responsible use and access to outdoor recreation in the area in keeping
with resident quality of life; and
f) Pursue staycations for regional and interregional visitors.
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Organizational Way Forward
Driven by the ANRTA Goals and partner funding, the ANRTA will take the following path as
it emerges as an official organization. See the ANRTA Action Plan later in this document for
more details.
Year One: The goal for year 1 is to introduce the ANRTA as a coordinated regional
destination. The focus is to not to develop a new tourism product but to organize and
better highlight existing products while cultivating a foundation for future initiatives.
Action items include:


Develop and implement a regional marketing plan



Develop an interactive website (portal and dashboard)



Work with local stakeholders to research and apply for sport tourism opportunities



Develop and maintain a regional campground report



Construct and install Visitor Information Centre displays focusing on the Alberta Northern
Rockies brand



Facilitate regional tourism roundtables



Further develop the Scenic Route to Alaska with regional partners



Coordinate a tourism workshop speaker series



Attend three provincial trade and travel shows promoting the region

Year Two: Building upon the momentum from the first year, the ANRTA will use the second
year to focus on product development as well as building brand recognition for consumers.
Brand recognition of the ANRTA will demonstrate confidence to regional partners prior to
the initiation of a potential tourism levy.
Action items include:


Further develop the Alberta Northern Rockies brand and regional itineraries



Develop and implement regional directional signage specific to Yellowhead County, Hinton,
Edson, Grande Cache, Jasper



Develop and produce a regional guidebook focusing on adventure and culture tourism
within the region



Develop a mobile friendly interactive travel adventure map of the area



Coordinate and expand on the tourism business workshop series



Attend four trade and travel shows promoting the region
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Year Three: Building upon the momentum from the first two years, the ANRTA will
continue to grow its membership and focus on value added partnerships within the region.
Action items include:


Develop WI-FI hotspots in partnership with local municipalities



Produce a regional guidebook focusing on adventure and cultural tourism



Coordinate and expand on the tourism workshop series



Attend four provincial trade shows and one national trade and travel show promoting the
region

Project Descriptions:
The following projects descriptions are meant to be a descriptive statement of what the project could
look like. Each of these projects will receive further vetting through community engagement and will
have compete project plans.

Regional Directional Signage
One of the most powerful tools to attract visitors roadside are visual engagements. The ANRTA
plans on developing large billboards featuring local attractions, basic directions and number of
kilometers to access the site. Unlike the traditional TODS signs2 these signs would be controlled
within the region and would allow municipalities to tailor their information to maximize their local
exposure. Each participating municipality would contain 1-2 signs provided and installed by the
ANRTA.

TODS signs are Tourism Oriented Directional Signage that are managed by the provincial
government of Alberta.
2
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WI-FI Hotspots
One of the biggest pet peeves identified by travelers3, is the lack of accessible free WI-FI in public
spaces. By utilizing a unique code we are able to use the ANRTA home page as the landing page for
free WI-FI services, while gaining information about visitors interests. For a minimal investment we
able to attract visitors to the web portal and provide a valuable service. With strategic placements
of WI-FI hotspots located throughout the region, each municipality is also placed in a favorable
position to work towards becoming an 'Intelligent Community4’.
Tourism Workshop Series
Focusing on business retention and expansion of synergies among tourism operators makes the
region a stronger hub overall. By partnering with key non-profit organizations, Travel Alberta and
the Provincial Government we are able to offer the Specialized Tourism workshop series. The series
features a monthly workshop focusing on topics such as 'optimizing the customers experience',
'managing online reviews', 'strategic marketing and partnerships for tourism business'.
Visitor Information Instalments
Eye catching regional displays will be constructed and placed in each of the participating
community Visitor Information Centres. Showcasing the rich culture and opportunities within each
of the communities allows the traveler to best engage with their travel experiences. Each
municipality will have space to prominently display their community guide and highlight their
piece of the regional puzzle.
Trade and Travel Showcasing
Regional and provincial trade shows allow the ANRTA to access thousands of potential visitors in a
short amount of time. With regional representation at these events, each of the municipalities can
gain the benefit of a personalized travel recommendation without having the traditional expenses
such as travel costs and time away from the office. The ANRTA model allows for seamless transition
between communities making a more enjoyable and tailored experience pitched to individual
travelers or tour operators. By combining forces we are better able to utilize the funds and attract
more visitors to our area.

In interviewing AB Northern Rockies tourism based businesses, one of the top
frustrations mentioned is the lack of free WI-FI. Not surprising this is conformed though
TripAdvisor.com as being rated the 4th highest negative comment that travelers make
when rating a tourism property or business.
4 The Intelligent Community Forum is a non-profit policy and research organization,
focusing on job creation and economic development in the broadband economy. This
national award status can be obtained by any size community that has taken conscious
steps to create an economy capable of prospering in the broadband economy. More
information on intelligent communities can be found on www.intelligentcommunity.org
3
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The Alberta Northern Rockies Website
This interactive web portal will feature information on each of the communities of Yellowhead
County, Hinton, Edson, Grand Cache and Jasper5. Inspiring itineraries for weekend visits or longer
extended stays, trips for families with young children, cultural escapes, and adventure seekers alike.
The website will focus on non-traditional elements such as biking directions to trails and amenities,
local folklore and hotspots, and will feature a weekly campground report6. This website will also
feature a regional interactive events calendar featuring local festivals, art events and exciting
opportunities.
Adventure and Cultural Tourism Guidebook
This magazine style publication will feature each of the communities of Yellowhead County, Hinton,
Edson, Grande Cache, and Jasper. Highlighting local attractions and themes such as the mountain
bike mecca, northern route to Alaska, historic trails, quaint small town experiences and unsoiled
natural splendour. This photo and map rich magazine will appeal to both provincial and national
interests making it a sought after publication at trade and travel shows7. Content will be mobile
friendly and available on the Alberta Northern Rockies website as well as in print at all
participating tourism related businesses.
Interactive Travel Adventure Map
Appealing to the back country adventurer and outdoor enthusiast this interactive online mobile
friendly map will feature multiple layers showcasing the West Yellowhead's natural beauty and
commercial amenities.

Layers will consist of:


Family friendly activities and
adventures



Historic tours and pathways



Relaxation and meditative journeys



Rich art and culture



Winter activities



Specialty shopping



Regional WIFI Hotspots

The Alberta Northern Rockies Website will link directly to other tourism pages within the
region. Detailed analytics and tourism habits will be complied and used to assist with
research on tourism patterns moving forward.
6 The weekly campground report will feature all private and provincial campgrounds,
providing information on pricing, how to book, site recommendations, seasonally updated
photos and surrounding activities.
7 Similar documents are produced independently by each of the municipalities in the
region. This document is not meant to replace those documents, but enhance the regions
accessibility as a destination overall. Travel routes specific to interests can be highlighted
across communities encouraging travelers to spend an extra day or extend their trip.
5
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Tourism Videos
In the world of marketing, video is king, and destination marketing is no different. In the third year
the ANRTA plans to produce a series of short professional videos depicting experiences within the
West Yellowhead. These videos will be available for each of the municipalities to utilize in
promoting the area and their specific attractions. Travel videos have proven to be an effective
strategy not only for visitors, but as a powerful community attraction strategy.
Promote the Scenic Route to Alaska
The ANRTA plans on working closely with partners in the region such as Tourism Jasper, Wild
Alberta, Tourism Alberta and Grande Prairie Tourism to enhance the scenic drive form the Canada
US border to Alaska. Highlighting the vast wilderness and cultural experiences that help to define
our region.

Revenue Explained
The funding breakdown for the ANRTA is a mixture of seed money, membership and hotel levies
combined with projects and grant leveraging. Through a mixed model the non profit is able to
access multiple funding opportunities and allows for a more sustainable model moving forward.

In the first year the most significant source of revenue comes from municipal contributions. Each of
the partnering municipalities, Yellowhead County, Hinton, Edson and Grande Cache will be asked to
contribute seed money for the project. Jasper, having it's own DMO supports the as a partnering
organization to benefit the region overall. A three year commitment will be asked from each of the
partnering municipalities, $15,000.00 in the first year, then $10,000.00 for the next two years. By
utilizing existing cooperative marketing programs through Travel Alberta we hope to off set our
project costs. Grant money, sponsorships, and in kind donations round off the $76,450.00
projection.

In year two the ANRTA hopes to develop a marketing partnership implementing a membership to
the regional alliance. Benefits of the membership will include optimal positioning on the ANRTA
website, inclusion in the regional adventure guide, potential incorporation in featured excursions
and trip planners as well as access to research on local tourism trends and advocacy for the tourism
community. In year two we expect to explore and potentially introduce a voluntary hotel levy in the
region8. This 1% levy would allow a consistent funding model moving toward the future. Also in the

In year two of the three year plan, the ANRTA looks to explore and potentially introduce a 1% hotel levy to aid in the
sustainability of the organisation. This levy would be voluntary, and partnering hotels would receive extended
membership services including prime website placement, specific packages designed around staying at the particular
8
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second year the ANRTA plans to produce a regional adventure guide focusing on culture and
adventure opportunities. Should this volunteer levy come to light, the operations of the
organization will drastically increase in productivity and regional enhancements. The organization
would like to see a portion of the proposed levy collected to be specifically spent within the
municipality that the money was initially collected.

In year three the ANRTA expects to be able to keep the funding sustainable while growing the list of
services and opportunities to benefit it's tourism membership and the region overall. With the
organization becoming less dependent on municipal dollars and branching out into projects to self
fund, the organization will decide if the second position is required. The funding for this position
will be reevaluated in the third year and dependent on financing.

hotel, as well as being identified as a preferred stay destination within the West Yellowhead region. Please see Figure #5
for more information on the hotel breakdown per community.
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Proposed Budget

ANRTA Proposed 3 Year Budget
Proposed Budget:

Marketing Plan and Branding

Year 1:

Year 2:

Year 3:

$10,000.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$10,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$0.00

$0.00

$4,000.00

Social Media

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

Print Media

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

Signage

$1,000.00

$10,000.00

$1,000.00

Trade Shows

$5,000.00

$7,500.00

$10,000.00

VIC Instalments

$2,000.00

$500.00

$500.00

$26,250.00

$43,750.00

$43,750.00

$0.00

$0.00

$13,500.00

Travel

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Outreach/ Membership Drives

$1,500.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$0.00

$2,400.00

$2,400.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$2,500.00

Accounting

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

Professional Fees

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

Office Expenses

$1,000.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

Board Member Expenses

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

Postage and Delivery

$100.00

$100.00

$100.00

Seminars/ Training / PD

$300.00

$300.00

$300.00

Books and Publications

$100.00

$100.00

$100.00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Interactive Map

$0.00

$5,000.00

$2,000.00

Guide Book

$0.00

$15,000.00

$13,000.00

$76,450.00

$113,850.00

$122,350.00

Technology / Hardware / Software
Website Development and Maintenance
Content Development
Video Development

Contract Executive Director
Admin Support Contract

Shared Office Space
Programs / Workshops
WI-FI Hot – Spot Partnerships

Telephone

Total:
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Funding Options
The first step in moving forward is to launch ANRTA with sustainable funding in 2016.
Research from across Canada has shown that Destination Marketing Organizations (DMO)
initially obtain their funding from municipal sources and grants until such time that a
proven track is established and other sources such as a bed levy can be introduced. Mature
DMOs tend to maintain minimal public funding, which is assessed regularly as to the value
it provides to the community.
The following table presents an overview of the ANRTA funding model. The ANRTA is
seeking $60,000 for the first year and $40,000 for the next consecutive two from the
ANRTA municipal partner organizations. A contribution of $15,000 for the first year, and
then $10,000 in year 2 and 3 from each participating municipality.
ANRTA Proposed 3 Year Revenue

Revenue:

Membership

Year 1:

Year 2:

Year 3:

$0.00

$7,500.00

$7,500.00

$60,000.00

$40,000.00

$40,000.00

$0.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$12,000.00

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Travel AB cooperative marketing* $15,500.00

$14,150.00

$15,700.00

Hotel Levy Funding9

$0.00

$20,000.00

$25,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Grant Funding (Project Based)

$0.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Guide Book

$0.00

$20,000.00

$20,000.00

Municipal Contribution
Sponsorship / Partnering
Programs / Workshops

Sponsorships/ In kind

Total:

$92,500.00 $128,650.00 $135,200.00

This proposed volunteer levy is estimated very low, as you can see from the proposed
revenue chart (Figure 4), listed at $20,000 in the second year and $25,000 in the third.
When compared to other DMO organisations similar in stature , the other regions numbers
reflect much higher, and the ANRTA expects the same to transpire moving forward. The
numbers represented within figure 4 reflect the number of hotels and accommodation
businesses that have verbally committed to charge a levy in response to the ANRTA
framework.
9
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*Travel Alberta’s the Cooperative Marketing Program will match up to 50% of the
marketing spend. This is subject to conditions of the program, for example only approved
for funds used to attract people 40km or more away from the destination.
Please note: The budget contained within this document represents a low scenario. Grants
and other financial sources will be sought to obtain special project support for destination
management and marketing. These will include development of a thorough branding and
marketing strategy; developing new tourism products and facilitating training to have
additional tourism experiences ready; packaging new itineraries (routes); and launching
marketing campaigns to connect products to target niche markets.

The ANRTA expects that the membership rules and regulations will be further developed
and defined within the first year. Also within the first year and continuing forward, the
DMO will reach out to the stakeholders and potential members gaining feedback and
collaboration to make the best use of resources. During this time the volunteer levy will be
further developed and priorities and practicalities will be determined. There are
approximately 70 hotel and accommodation businesses 10 within Hinton, Edson, Grande
Cache and Yellowhead County . A structure of managing the collected funds will need to be
formalized and vetted by the governing board, ANRTA and municipalities. A percentage of
the levy money collected in each of the participating municipalities, will stay directly in the
municipality in which it was collected.

This number has been generated from information in local visitor guides in each of the
communities. This number may not be as accurate as consulting the local business license
lists within the communities of Hinton, Edson and Grande Cache. Yellowhead County does
not have an active business license list, however lists a selection of hotel and
accommodation businesses within its website. More research and outreach will be
completed within the first year to accurately capture this data and educate these potential
stakeholders.
10
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Hotels and accommodation businesses within Hinton, Edson, Grande Cache, and
Yellowhead County

Yellowhead
County (21))
30%

Grande Cache
(9)
13%

Edson (19)
27%

Hinton (21)
30%

Photo credit: Town of Hinton
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TOURISM ASSET INVENTORY ANALYSIS

Dogsledding
Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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Tourism Asset Inventory
The Tourism Asset Inventory represents assets present at the time and not what should or
could be. The following inventory was developed through site visits, investigation of online
sources, print material like the TransCanada Ecotours Northern Rockies Highway Guide, and
meetings from Phase I of the consultation process towards developing the Alberta
Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance (ANRTA) Destination Management Plan (DMP). A
tourism asset inventory is dynamic given that tourism assets are constantly changing.
Therefore, the present tourism inventory is a snap shot in time in and the understanding of
what is present in the region. Future work is required to maintain up-to-date inventory of
tourism assets.
The inventory has been separated into six key regions identified under the ANRTA: Alberta
Parks, Edson, Grande Cache, Hinton, Jasper National Park, Willmore Wilderness Park and
Yellowhead County. An analysis follows the regional descriptions. Please see Appendix B
for the full asset inventory in which tourism assets are divided into six major categories:
Attractions, Activities, & Tours; Events & Festivals; Food; Accommodation; Access &
Infrastructure; and Visitor Information Services.
Alberta Parks
The vast majority of 28 provincial parks in the region provide front country campgrounds,
lake access for fishing and boating, trails for mountain biking, hiking and cross country
skiing, and day use areas with picnic sites, shelters, and washrooms. Backcountry
wilderness experiences abound in the provincial park system. Popular activities include
back packing, wildlife viewing, horseback excursions, and even hunting and outfitting in
Wildland areas. The visitor center at Kelley’s Bathtub in Switzer Park is the key tourism
center for providing public information on local parks and attractions through maps,
exhibits and brochures. The center operates from May to September each year. For more
information contact www.albertaparks.ca
While Jasper National Park is more broadly known than the provincial park system, Alberta
Parks offer some unique experiences not provided or permitted in the national park system
including: motor boat access, stocked fishing lakes, random camping in the backcountry,
hunting in Wildland parks, mountain bike trails, Nordic ski trails & biathlon, snow luge, and
hang gliding. The following list of provincial parks in the region remain some of Alberta’s
best kept secrets and provide tremendous opportunities for tourism growth.
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28 provincial parks in the Alberta Northern Rockies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Kakwa Wildland
Willmore Wilderness Park
Pierre Grey’s Lakes Provincial Park
Rock Lake Provincial Park
Rock Lake Solomon Creek Wildland
William A. Switzer Provincial Park
Whitehorse Wildland
Obed Lake Provincial Park
Sundance Provincial Park
Brazeau Canyon Wildland
Sheep Creek Provincial Recreation
Area (PRA)
Smoky River South PRA
Sulphur Gates PRA
Big Berland PRA

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Wildhay River Group Use Area
Wildhorse Lake PRA
Watson Creek PRA
Whitehorse Creek PRA
Fairfax Lake PRA
Pembina Forks PRA
Lovett River PRA
McLeod River PRA
Weald Group Use Area
Fickle Lake PRA
Hornbeck Creek PRA
Little Sundance Creek PRA
Wildhay Glacial Cascades Natural
Area
Pinto Creek Canyon Natural Area

Wildlife tracking: Photo credit: Planvision Consulting
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Edson
Edson is located midway between Alberta’s capital city Edmonton and Jasper National Park
on the Yellowhead Highway (Hwy 16) and is the perfect stopping off point to break up the
long drive for a weekend or a few hours. Each year, the Edson Kinsmen Club hosts a 272
team Slo-Pitch tournament on August long weekend at Vision Park, boasting 24 regulation
sized diamonds. Travellers can also stop to enjoy the Galloway Station Museum and Travel
Centre in Centennial Park, walk and bike the many town trails or cool down at Kinsmen
Park Spray Park. The historic Red Brick School hosts events on a regular basis and
showcases Edson’s heritage and numerous other facilities are hosts to sporting events.
Bear Lake and Fickle Lake are among the numerous must see camping, fishing, ATVing and
wildlife watching recreation sites a short drive from the townsite. In the winter the
numerous trails are ideal for snowshoeing, cross country skiing or snowmobiling.

Kinsmen Splash Park – Photo credit: Town of Edson

Grande Cache
Escape into a land of sparkling lakes, rushing rivers, green valleys, and windswept peaks.
Nestled on a mountain plateau at 1280 m (4200 ft.), Grande Cache is 214 km (130 mi.)
northwest of Jasper National Park in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. The Bighorn Highway
40 provides a paved corridor connecting Hinton, Alberta with Mile Zero of the Alaskan
Highway at Dawson Creek, British Columbia. This is the shortest, most scenic route to
Alaska from the United States.
27

Photo credit: Canadian Death Race

Grande Cache is the Gateway to Willmore Wilderness Park, Alberta’s greatest mountain
treasure. Willmore Wilderness Park has an abundance of trails, big game, alpine flowers,
and spectacular waterways. To protect its natural splendour, no motorized vehicles are
permitted; visitors can access the park by horseback or on foot. Outside the park, Grande
Cache offers outdoor adventures with endless trails for motorized activities that include
4WD, all-terrain vehicles and snow machines. Fishing, golfing, kayaking, canoeing, rafting,
wildlife viewing and photographic opportunities await all visitors. Grande Cache has an
excellent choice of shops, campgrounds, trail access, panoramic views, accommodations,
restaurants, and evening entertainment. Those who want a true wilderness experience can
stay in a backcountry lodge. Rates are reasonable, with a small town hospitality, all geared
to entice you to stay.

Hinton
Among the towns in the Alberta Northern Rockies, Hinton is
the nearest gateway to Jasper National Park and is located
approximately 280 km (174 mi) west of Edmonton. In
addition to servicing the national park, Hinton has developed
its own visitor attractions and is attracting new lifestyle
residents based on its proximity to the mountains. In
summer, visitors enjoy endless ATV trails or explore the lush
Alberta wilderness on a hike or trail ride in the Brule Sand
Dunes. In winter, the adventure of choice is cross-country
skiing, but other activities are also available, including ice
fishing, dogsledding and snowmobiling. The world class
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mountain bike park is a must see as is the beaver boardwalk.
Jasper
The Jasper National Park a mountain getaway surrounded by towering peaks, untouched
wilderness and turquoise lakes tucked into alpine valleys. Part of a collective UNESCO
World Heritage Site, it is also the second largest dark sky preserve in the world – and the
only one with a human population in the centre of it. The town of Jasper is an authentic
mountain community where the locals welcome you as a long lost friend. You will find all
the comforts you could wish for, from luxury accommodation to charming cabins and fully
serviced campsites, to eclectic shopping and dining options. Wildlife is abundant, even right
in town.
In summer, ride or hike the Easy Trails system – six different ways to see the best of the
Athabasca river valley. Swing the day away in a fairy-tale mountain setting at the award
winning Jasper Park Lodge Golf Course. In winter, ski Marmot Basin, 30 minutes from town.
This is the largest of our Rocky Mountain national parks, located 370 km (192 mi) west of
Edmonton and 404 km (256 mi) from Calgary. Jasper and Banff are connected by the
Icefields Parkway (Hwy 93), with more than a hundred glaciers visible from the road. Use it
to access the Columbia Icefields Glacier Adventure and the stunning Glacier Skywalk.
(Description courtesy of Travel Alberta)

Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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Willmore Wilderness Park
The Willmore Wilderness Park, in the Canadian Rockies, is a pristine mountainous area
with rugged forest and alpine expanses. The rivers and streams are crystal clear. Fast
moving streams are a good source of drinkable water. The park is a paradise for outdoor
enthusiasts; but it should be noted that travelers in the remote areas should have extensive
outdoor experience or hire an outfitter/guide for their expedition. The only modes of
transportation allowed in Willmore are by foot, horse, mountain bike or ski. Motorized
activities are not permitted due to the designation of this wilderness reserve.
Willmore Wilderness Park is 4,600 square kilometers (1840 sq. mi.) and lies in the Alberta
Rockies directly north of Jasper National Park. Willmore has fewer visitors than Jasper.
Adventurers can view a variety of wildflowers and wildlife. Travellers often see mountain
goats, bighorn sheep, elk, deer, moose, caribou, wolves, coyotes, wolverine, cougar, lynx,
black bears and small game. Flowers are abundant in the summer months and turn
meadows into a tapestry of colour. Fossil evidence contributes to the ancient history of the
area – some of the most superlative fossil remains are dinosaur tracks located just north of
Grande Cache. (Description courtesy of Willmore Wilderness Foundation)

Jackpine Teepees – Photo credit: Willmore Wilderness Foundation
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Yellowhead County
Abundant with open wilderness, lush agricultural areas, rivers and streams, this is one area
of the province worth visiting. Stretching from the west side of Pembina River, through the
growing destination of Cadomin, to the Jasper National Park gates, Yellowhead County has
something for anyone wanting to explore some of the most majestic and eclectic
landscapes Canada has to offer. Opportunities exist for touring, hiking, biking, camping,
fishing, hunting, snowmobiling, ATVing, white water rafting, caving, guiding, skiing and
community festivals and events. The Places of Interest List (POIL) includes 124 historic
sites over 1960’s or older throughout the Country.
For the active outdoorsman, try hiking the wide variety of trails, canyons, hoodoos, and
other special sites. With a vast variety of terrain and majestic surroundings, Yellowhead
County caters to all caliber of adventurer. But don’t just visit during the summer months . . .
Yellowhead County is a wonderland during the winter season. Yellowhead County’s
spectacular cross-country ski trails and snowmobile areas make for outdoor winter fun for
the whole family.
Yellowhead County abounds in open wilderness, mountain terrain, rivers, streams and lush
agricultural areas. Visitors can stay in one of our many campgrounds, guest ranches, lodges
or country bed and breakfasts as they explore all our region has to offer. The Towns of
Edson and Hinton can also be used as a base to stage daylong adventures into the County.
(Description courtesy of Yellowhead County)

Yellowhead Country - Photo credit: Town of Hinton
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Asset Inventory Analysis
Analysis of the assets in the Alberta Northern Rockies reveals a number of product strengths for
the overall destination and sub-regions. There are also definite gaps creating an opportunity for
improvement of existing attractions or development of new amenities.
Table 5: Destination Sub-Regions at a Glance
Major
Themes:

Recreation & NatureBased

Cultural Heritage

Hospitality
Amenities

General

Alberta
Parks

28 parks and protected
areas provide
recreational
opportunities for
camping, hiking, skiing,
biking, fishing, boating
and wildlife viewing

Rich cultural
heritage in
Alberta Parks is
related to the fur
trade, metis, First
Nations, trappers
and outfitters.
Historic sites and
cultural sites
abound.

Many provincial
campgrounds
are not running
at full capacity.
Growth
Opportunities
exist for midweek camping
and off-peak
seasons.

North to Alaska
market is
growing,
especially for US
tourists
travelling
highway 40
each year.
Edmonton
visitation marks
30% of total
provincial park
visitation
(single highest
visitor
demographic)
Alberta Parks
provide worldclass tourism
destinations
that are
currently under
appreciated and
not known due
to a general lack
of marketing.
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Edson

New splash park and
increasing number of
trails. Slo-pitch
tournament is a wellknown annual event. But
recreation facilities are
aging.
Lack of attractions for
day tourism. Highway
through town is
industry focused and
not conducive to
stopping.
Receives consistent high
levels of snow.

Grande
Cache

High quality attractions;
known as quiet, scenic
wilderness; new
recreation center;
potential for dinosaur
tourism product once
developed.
Trail access is a
challenge in places.

Hinton

Excellent new
attractions such as the
Beaver Boardwalk (#1
on Trip Advisor) and
Hinton Bike Park.

Red Brick School
and Galloway
Museum are
model facilities.

Lack of rooms
and local food
options.
Demand for
more B&Bs

Indigenous
tourism
representation
lacking apart
from totem poles,
which are not
authentic cultural
icons.

Represents
decent potential
to provide high
quality day use,
and motorized
recreation
Testimonials of
some local
residents noted
a trend in
considering
moving to
towns with
more modern
recreation
amenities.

Edson Trail and
other little
known cultural
features
represent strong
tourism potential.
Culture of early
settler and
trader/trapper
Métis culture is
strong;
particularly
famous for the
giant caches
(storage).

Need further
assessment of
hotel rooms due
to complex
industry needs
and mixed
testimonials.
Random
camping is
arguably
limiting
revenue.

Situated at
4,200 feet the
town has
exceptional
panoramic
views. Located
along Hwy 40
on one of the
shortest and
most scenic
routes to access
Alaska from the
USA. It is also a
gateway to
Willmore
Wilderness
Park.

Some Métis,
trapping and
other cultural
heritage.

Lack of rooms
and local food
options.
Appears to be
demand for

Though Hinton
air quality has
improved
significantly in
recent years and
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Hinton Training Centre

more authentic
local style
accommodation.
Random
camping is
arguably
limiting
revenue.

public
complaints are
down, there are
still testimonials
of odour
impacting
visitor
experience
depending on
wind direction.

Mountain park
heritage and
architecture
around town and
in JasperYellowhead
Marmot Basin, Jasper
Museum.
Sky Tram, Athabasca
Reasonably good
River, Maligne Lake and cultural tours and
Canyon, Miette Hot
interpretation is
Springs and Mount Edith offered. Jasper
Cavell are among the
Heritage Rodeo
anchor products.
has been running
since 1926.

Wide selection
of authentic
lodges and
dining
showcasing the
“sense of place”.

Numerous
famous
mountain peaks
and attractions
such as the Sky
Tram and
downhill skiing
at Marmot Basin
making it one of
the most sought
out destinations
in Canada for
summer and
winter. The
Dark Sky
Preserve (2nd
largest in the
world) and
Festival offers
an award
winning
experience.

High quality attractions;
world-class hunting and
wildlife viewing. Unique
natural features
including sink holes,
sulphur springs and the
rare Magdalena alpine
butterfly – Erebia
Magdalena. (Foothills

Outfitters and
B&Bs offer
authentic
quality
hospitality.

Some trails not well
maintained.
The world-renowned
Athabasca River runs
through Hinton but
there is no public access
or day-use areas
developed for public
enjoyment.
Jasper
National
Park

Willmore
Wilderness
Park

Opportunity for
more authentic
indigenous
tourism
representation.

World-renowned
mountain attractions
and amenities in a
UNESCO World Heritage
Site.

Métis and trapper
culture is very
strong-Alberta
Rockies
Adventures
models leading
heritage tourism
products.

Lack of rooms in
peak summer
season.

460,000 ha of
alpine,
subalpine and
foothills
landscape
boasting
exceptional
wilderness. No
motorized
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Research Institute)

vehicles allowed
offering a
pristine remote
experience by
horseback or
foot. Signage is
limited which
may be both a
positive
(reduces excess
impact) and a
negative
(confusing to
visitors).

Some trails are in
disrepair; access is a
challenge in places.

Yellowhead
County

Excellent attractions and
trails and sites for
summer and winter;
Cadomin offers worldclass hunting and
wildlife viewing
Heavy industry on
highways in places; not
visually appealing for
tourism. ATV /
snowmobile conflicts
and trail maintenance
issues in places.

Entire
ANRTA
Region

Biodiversity through the
five natural sub-regions:
Alpine, Subalpine,
Montane, Upper
Foothills and Lower
Foothills (Foothills
Research Institute Core

Places of Interest
List (POIL)
includes124
historic sites over
1960’s or older;
excellent Métis
and trapping
culture
concentrated in
the West of the
county.

Wide variety of
authentic
accommodation
reflecting the
sense of place:
lodges, B&B’s
camping. Food
and beverage
offerings are
more limited.

Rich cultural
heritage related
to fur trade and
David Thompson,
surveyors,
railway and
settlers.

There is a
considerable
shortage of
rooms during
peak season to
meet demands
of both industry

Random
camping
preferred in
places over
lodging, which
attracts visitors
however risk for
damage and
limits economic
benefits.

Around the
areas of
Cadomin there
are testimonials
about confusion
about access to
various sites
and attractions.
Visitors are not
always sure
how to access
sites legally.

Some
attractions
difficult to find
using road
signage and
tools such as
Google Maps.
This may be
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Study Area)

and tourism.

beneficial to
operators who
take paying
clients into
these sites,
however FIT are
important
markets to also
cater to.

Paddling in Alberta Northern Rockies Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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DESTINATION ANALYSIS

ANRTA map
Photo credit: Alberta Parks
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Destination Overview
The destination analysis provides an understanding of the current situation in the region, after
which the opportunities, challenges and drivers for growth are outlined. Numerous community
consultations, coupled with secondary research, suggests the Alberta Northern Rockies holds
exceptional potential for tourism growth with respect to the types and range of physical
resources (the collective scenery is unparalleled); its cultural resources of which some are
unique to the region and allow it to clearly distinguish itself from other destinations and its
transportation/access to markets; The Alberta Northern Rockies has built resources in support
of visitor and local tourism/recreation economy and
its product readiness, that is, its ability to deliver
ECONOMIC IMPACT: TOURISM IN AB
high quality tourism experiences is less developed.
The latter two features require development in
19,000 TOURISM BUSINESSES
order for the region to reach its potential. All
114,000 JOBS IN ALBERTA
variables considered that the Northern Rockies
$1.88 B FEDERAL TAX REVENUE
region is in an enviable position with respect to
$1.08 B PROVINCIAL TAX REVENUE
tourism potential relative to comparable regions
$452 M LOCAL TAX REVENUE
around the globe. What remains to be determined is
the level of partnership support and political
Source: Alberta Tourism, Parks and
support provided to tourism to reach its full
Recreation 2012
potential.
Stakeholder Consultations
During the latter part of 2014, consultations were held
with community and industry stakeholders from
Edson, Hinton, Yellowhead County and Grande Cache
– meetings were advertised in local media. A meeting
was held with Tourism Jasper, community leaders,
Jasper National Park, Jasper Chamber of Commerce
and Jasper Hotel Association. Presentations with
discussion were carried out with elected Councils of
Yellowhead County, Edson, Hinton and Grande Cache.
Relevant documents and tourism data such as visitor
information statistics were included where available. Photo credit: Planvision Consulting Ltd.
Since that time individual interviews have taken place
with tourism businesses within the region discussing challenges and opportunities that the
ANRTA can assist with. In the winter and spring of 2016 a second round of formal interviews
and presentations took place across the region gaining valuable feedback and direction moving
forward.
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Key Findings
The key findings from consultation (excluding Council presentations, given that focus was
information sharing) include the following themes:












There is strong support for tourism in the region provided it results in a vibrant visitor
economy and supports resident quality of life;
o Visitor economy refers to providing stability and growth to the traditional tourism
sector in keeping with its realistic role in the region;
o Resident quality of life refers to both enhanced recreation opportunity for residents
and ways to protect existing recreation deemed important to resident quality of life;
There is a strong desire to ‘shorten the distance’ between Edmonton and Jasper, providing
opportunity for larger collaborations to coordinate and to enhance attractions through
the corridor (Highway 16);
There is a desire to develop additional tourism product and itineraries (routes) “outside
the park”;
There is strong pride in the region regarding the array of cultural, historic, natural and
adventure, and urban resources;
There is a strong desire to use tourism as a way of ‘telling the story’ of the region in
branding and related ways;
There is recognition that tourism has grown in recent years although not with a
coordinated effort for the most part (excepting Jasper) and that coordination is required
to make best use of existing resources, product and opportunity;
There is recognition that now is the time to progress to the next level of coordination
given that there is strong consensus among all parties of the basic direction for the future;
Primary challenges include the high dedication of accommodation to extractive industries,
the perceived threat of tourism to resident access to recreation areas, random camping, a
lack of understanding of the role of tourism in the community and various issues related
to land use and public access. At the end of the meetings, there was also a unanimous
concern that without a commitment of funding for the regional DMO these issues cannot
fully be addressed.

Key Questions Regarding Tourism Investment in the Region
In the course of the consultations and specifically with elected officials three key questions were
raised regarding why should the region invest in tourism. They are three strong questions and
thus they are addressed herein.
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Is tourism good for the region given that what is often witnessed is low paying jobs in
hospitality?
Tourism takes on many forms and it is largely a
function of the private sector although
government and other stakeholders play
critical roles it is the private sector that
ultimately makes tourism grow or not. But it is
important to remember that tourism is not ‘an
industry’ rather it is made up of many
industries. At one time the Canadian Tourism
Commission remarked that 6,000 industries
Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
make up the tourism industry in Canada alone.
As such tourism includes a variety of opportunities and employments some of which are entry
level others in involve specific training skills and experience. Fast food restaurants through to
destination marketers and parks interpreters and a myriad of entrepreneurs and many more
make up the tourism industry in the ANRTA region alone. All of which function together to
create the chain of small experiences that make up a visitor or resident experience. In the end,
tourism as with other industries requires a variety of employments and functions to make it
work and as with other industries some are lower paying and others are highly paid.
Why should we invest in tourism? Have we not tried this in the past with little result?
There are three components to this response. The first is that tourism has actually grown in the
region based on the hard work of numerous entrepreneurs but it has not grown in a coordinated
manner. The aim of the DMO is provide coordination to tourism growth to leverage collective
efforts. Second, a coordinated effort such as that presented in this DMP has not been initiated in
the past to bring together the tourism industry with other key stakeholders to grow in a common
direction. Third, it appears that tourism in the past has been presented as an economic savior
and as such it has not lived up to expectations. Tourism in the ANRTA region will not compete
with primary resource industries for economic value but it provides a strong secondary
economy, adds to economic and employment diversification, adds to community vitality and
lifestyle opportunities for residents and visitors, and creates a route to destination branding and
ultimately helps make the community more attractive for workers in other sectors. Tourism has
its in the place in the community.
How can we invest in tourism during an economic downturn?
Public accountability is always critical but most everyone understands that to grow
opportunities some investment is required and in the case of ANRTA the investment is small
relative to potentially significant returns.
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SWOT Analysis (strength, weakness, opportunity and threat)
The SWOT analysis is based on consultations with community stakeholders

Strengths include

Weaknesses include

 World-class attractions and amenities
including Jasper National Park
 Authentic experiences throughout the region
 The Dark Sky Preserve (2nd largest in the
world) and award winning festival
 Incredible history and stories since early
1800s, David Thompson/fur trade, Big Eddie
development of the Railway, the Alberta coal
branch, Wolf Creek, and Métis culture to name
a few
 The entire region has strengths that can draw
from international reputation of Jasper in
building tourism.
 A willingness to collaborate as a region; many
stakeholders motivated by the DMP
 Alberta has no sales tax
 World-class wildlife from bear and big horn
sheep to unique birds and the rare Magdalena
alpine butterfly
 Cadomin is a popular emerging destination
 Intersects 2 major highways to attract rubber
tire traffic: Hwy 16 (Vancouver to Edmonton)
and Hwy 40 (USA-Alaska)
 Attract new markets such as wellness, LBGT
and multi-generational travel
 World class snowmobiling; Golden Triangle
connecting Edson with snowmobile trails
 Jasper has a mature, globally recognized
tourism brand and offer
 The strength to capitalize on Travel Alberta
marketing initiatives for the entire region
 Recognition that all of Alberta is a destination
and strong promotion efforts aimed at
attracting visitors to province first and regions
second
 Global tourism continues to outpace overall
economic growth

 Lack of destination consumer brand awareness
(only have an ANRTA association brand)
 Lack of tourism research and general data
collection
 Peak seasons are the focus; need more spring
and fall
 Infrastructure is dated in many places
 7 to 10 past tourism initiatives failed due to
lack of follow through from several parties
(including town leadership at the time)
Tourism was positioned as an economic savior
which it will never be for this region and plans
were stalled
 Lack of budget for optimal destination
marketing and management compared to
established competitors (i.e. Destination BC or
Badlands
 Lack of parking along highway /poor design in
some places (i.e. Edson) makes it nonconducive to stopping hindering economic
tourism activity
 Many historic sites have been overgrown due
to lack of destination management
 Much of the overnight accommodation is
dedicated to industry use with limited tourism
opportunities
 Lack of signage resulting in underutilized
attractions
 Limited GPS / cell coverage in some areas
limiting use of online maps for self-drive
travellers
 Misconceptions of some industry/extraction
areas being unwelcoming to visitors
 Tourism permits are hard to obtain
 Tourism loans/investments are limited due to
instability in land use designations
 Random camping is creating economic leakage
 Lack of B&B and budget options
 Lack of family packages; visible options; rainy
day activities
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Opportunities
Threats
 “Shorten the distance” from Edmonton; more
 Limited access to local labour and training
day trip stops and overnight stops
 Primary resource industries development
 Opportunity for niche product development
threatening tourism attractions and creating
& packaging (especially outside JNP)
eye-sores
 Leverage support from Travel Alberta
 International travellers becoming more
Industry Development to facilitate exportdiscerning regarding the reputation of the
ready products and experiences
destination
 Leverage under-promoted areas such as sport  Lack of sustainable planning
tourism, bird watching, culture
 Land-use conflicts between tourism segments
 Integrate more authentic local indigenous
and other industries.
tourism representation rather than imported
 Unmanaged random camping and motorized
native symbolism
recreation vehicles
 During times of peak season when high
 Some Jasper residents are becoming
occupancy levels strain the local F&B service
concerned about increase in tourism
industries, food trucks can be considered.
(Fitzhugh, 2014)
They have a low barrier to entry, can serve
 Volatility of tourism in general however
local cuisine, and have the ability to move to
stakeholders are seeking stability and the
popular attractions
term ‘recession proofing’
 Development of more festivals and events to
 Falling oil prices as of early 2015 leaves some
bring visitor numbers up at times when hotel
uncertainty
occupancy is lower.
 Loss of support federally and provincially in
 Proposed new recreation facilities (e.g. in
many cases; tourism gets less respect relative
Edson) leverage with oil and gas industry
to other industry
funds results in more opportunity for Sport
 New highway 20-25 year plan; opportunity or
Tourism
threat
 Tourism levy for long-term sustainability
 Continued oil and gas industry image and
 Develop more budget products to diversify
impacts
 Cost-effective accommodation solutions for
 Pollution or land development deterring
when other industries use up hotel rooms
travellers from key assets
 Leverage individual marketing to raise the
profile of the destination
 Falling oil barrel prices in early 2015
forecasts of a busy summer “road trips”
 Build on strengths of Hinton sustainability
plan and expand on this within the region
 Planning will avoid unexpected growth
 2017 marks Canada’s 150 Birthday: Fur
Trade Story is the untold story
 Development of authentic local style lodges
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PESTLE Analysis
Analysis of the macro-environment reveals that the climate to embark upon the DMP is
favorable. The following PESTEL analysis presents the most prominent external factors that have
potential to impact the ANRTA DMP.
PESTLE (political economic, social, technological, legal and environment) Analysis
Political

Economic









Alberta Tourism Framework is closely aligned
with ANRTA goals
Alberta represents a political stable environment
positive to tourism activity
There is strong recognition of the need to
diversify the economy
There is strong recognition of the ability of
tourism to impact destination image globally





Dropping world oil prices, as of early 2015 affects
the level of primary resource activity in the region
and thus economic stability; however
The drop in Canadian currency relative to US
dollar has historically resulted in increased US
resident visitation and increased domestic
(Albertan and Canadians) travel within the
country
Primary resource economy affects decisions in the
ANRTA municipalities as well as the province of
Alberta more than tourism development

Social

Technological








Residents are often enticed to work in resource
industries leaving shortages of workers for the
tourism sector
Recreation opportunities in the Alberta Northern
Rockies are exceptional
Increasing level of multiculturalism amongst
target travellers and workers to the region



Online marketing technologies offer the
opportunity to build brand awareness, advance
tourism networks and leverage online tools such
as Google maps
Advanced communication and online tools assist
operators partner/package and manage itinerary
reservations more effectively to optimize
bookings, customer satisfaction and revenue

Environmental

Legal










The environment is the primary attraction for
visitors to the region
The Northern Rockies physical environment is
especially unique and attractive because it offers a
range of from in-park wilderness, to pristine
landscapes of Willmore and areas for motorized
activity
Competition for land use among industries is
fairly high in some areas
Increased demand for nature-based tourism
including consumer preferences for sustainability





Legal implications of setting up a tourism levy
must be explored further.
Stakeholders report that land can be difficult to
acquire in some parks of the; may take up to 8
years to buy land, some is crown land, large
upfront investment, a challenge to obtain
financing on leased land.
There is no guarantee of sightlines if another
industry develops next to the newly built tourism
operation, as opposed to Ontario where the
government offers stronger regulations to protect
sightlines for tourism developments.
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Destination Development Cycle
The graphic below is used in the Alberta Tourism Framework and modeled by other DMOs in the
province, and as such will also be followed to help visualize the path of destination development.
It is important to note that first stakeholders must be on board and then the focus can turn to
planning for sustainable destination management. Next is product development that is aligned
with the destination including all aspects of the destination’s economic, social and cultural makeup. Lastly, destination marketing can be fully propelled to increase visitation in keeping with
tourism and community goals. It is not a process that shows immediate return on investment but
rather a strategic approach that positions the destination to build for the long-term success.

Source: Malone Given Parsons Ltd., Dry Island Buffalo Jump Provincial Park and Area Tourism Development Plan, 2010

Cardinal Divide, Yellowhead County – Photo credit Tourism Jasper
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Key Destination Organizations
The following organizations are involved in the delivery, management, and marketing of tourism
and recreation in the destination and as such they are key stakeholders as the plan moves
forward:
Regional Organizations
• Alberta Rockies Adventures
• Community Futures West
Yellowhead
• Edson and District Chamber
of Commerce
• Edson, Town of
• Foothills Research Institute
• Galloway Station Museum
• Grande Alberta Economic
Region
• Grande Cache Chamber of
Commerce
• Grande Cache, Town of
• Grande Cache Tourism &
Interpretive Centre
• Hinton and District Chamber
of Commerce
• Hinton Historical Society
• Hinton, Town of
• Jasper, Town of
• Grande Cache, Town of
• Tourism Hinton Committee
• Tourism Jasper
• Willmore Wilderness
Park/Foundation
• Yellowhead County
Provincial Organizations
• Alberta Bed & Breakfast
Association
• Alberta Chambers of
Commerce

Provincial Organizations Continued
• Alberta Country Vacations Association
• Alberta Culture and Tourism Ministry
• Alberta Farmers’ Market Association
• Alberta Hotels & Lodging Association
• Alberta Parks
• Alberta Outfitters Association
• Alberta Recreation and Parks Association (ARPA)
• Alberta Professional Outfitters Society
• Travel Alberta
• Alberta Environment & Sustainable Resource
Management
National Organizations
 American Bus Association
 Association of Canadian Travel Agencies
 Canadian Inbound Tourism Association
 Canadian Tourism Commission
 Canadian Tourism Human Resource Council
 National Business Travel Association
 Parks Canada: Jasper National Park
 Tourism Industry Association of Canada (TIAC)
International Organizations
 Adventure Travel Trade Association
 Association for Mountain Parks Protection and
Enjoyment
 Canadian Tourism Commission
 Destination Marketing Association International
 Sustainable Travel International
 The International Ecotourism Society
 United Nations World Tourism Organization
 World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms
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Current Tourism Plans
There are currently numerous organizations tourism plans that intersect the work that the
ANRTA is embarking upon. The following are the main organizations with tourism plans or
strategy plans impacting tourism for the destination and sub-regions. The sum of key directions
contained in the plans are generally aligned however regions outside of Jasper National Park rely
more heavily upon primary industries such as timber, oil, natural gas and coal. As such
collaboration and diversification is critical to a balanced sustainable economy. For example
there is an abundance of new industry growth on the East side of Edson in Yellowhead County; a
policy to plant trees and reduce the negative visual impact for travellers could provide a more
welcoming destination for visitors and increase tendency for visitation.
The Canadian Tourism Commission promotes Canada as a destination and relies on provincial
and regional partners to promote specific regions. Alberta Culture and Tourism and Travel
Alberta support tourism development and promotion for all of Alberta while smaller DMOs and
counties promote specific regions. All must work together and leverage the efforts at other levels
to successfully compete.

Government of Canada/
Canadian Tourism Commission
Alberta Culture and Tourism/
Travel Alberta
Municipalities of Edson,
Hinton, Grande Cache,
Jasper, Yellowhead
County

Willmore Wilderness
Park/Alberta Rockies
Adventures

Parks Canada/
Alberta Parks
Japser National Park /
Tourism Jasper
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Tourism Brands and Positioning Statement
“Alberta’s tourism brand is a strategic approach to driving awareness of our destination and
defining our competitive positioning on the global stage. A strong brand is the foundation for
how we build meaningful relationships with our visitors.” – Tourism Alberta. A strong
motivation in carrying out a DMP is the subsequent coordination among destinations to bring
consistency and clarity to the messaging. Within ANRTA it is anticipated that each sub-region
will opt to maintain a brand identity (as is expected of any municipality) but tourism
promotion should be unified within a smaller grouping of image identities.
Tourism Marketing, Promotion, and Visitor Information Services
Tourism promotion within the region is primarily driven by the efforts of Tourism Jasper for
the Jasper Park region, which has a tourism levy and Destination Management/Marketing
Fund (DMF) designed specifically for tourism promotion within the National Park. The
Alberta Rockies Adventures also promotes tourism specifically in and around Willmore
Wilderness Park. Travel Alberta and the Canadian Tourism Commission marketing efforts
contribute to driving arrivals to Alberta, however most mainstream travel trade and web
portals do not feature ANRTA attractions outside JNP. Alberta Parks operates a visitor center
in Switzer Park from May through September providing awareness of Alberta Northern
Rockies tourism opportunities in and around provincial parks in the region. This important
center also connects with hundreds of US travellers heading up the scenic route to Alaska
each summer. In 2014 the ANRTA’s Ecotour App launched featuring many attractions
however the app requires more marketing to gain a broader reach. In addition to investment
from some of the larger tourism operators attending trade shows and running marketing
campaigns, regional Municipal representatives attend various travel shows and partner on
peak travel season promotions with limited budgets.
Key Assets
The ANRTA region possesses world-class tourism potential but to better understand tourism
potential it is important to situate the ANRTA within the three variables that determine a
region’s tourism potential: product differentiation; access to markets and export readiness.
Does the ANRTA region host products that are unique and attractive?
The ANRTA region includes tourism resources and products that are both unique and
attractive. There is no other tourism region in Alberta that is set on such a large land base
and includes the array of nature, adventure and cultural experience as this region does. The
potential for varied itineraries and ability to attract diverse markets is unparalleled. The
region is set in and out of a national park, and includes 28 provincial parks and a world-class
wilderness park (Willmore) with majestic mountains, rolling foothills and typical rural
Alberta areas. The region hosts a decidedly different cultural character and feel than other
mountain regions in the Canadian west largely due to its unique history, culture, and wildlife.
The cluster of tourism potential in the ANRTA region is both attractive to markets the world
over and to local and regional residents.
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Does the ANRTA region possess access to strong tourism markets?
The region is situated along a key travel corridor from Edmonton, and the international
airport, to Jasper, a world-class resort destination, and north to Alaska travellers. Road
transportation is strong and air travel likewise. The ANRTA region is well situated from an
access/transportation perspective to achieve intended increases in visitation.

Does the ANRTA region possess an abundance of exportready product?
To demonstrate extraordinary tourism potential the region
needs to have export-ready product or strong industry
ability to deliver experiences in keeping with the
expectations of target markets. Export-ready products are
strong in areas such as Jasper and the Willmore, while the
entire region requires additional support for tourism
industry efforts to become more consistent and creative.
The key to ANRTA’s strong position is the sum of the region.
That is, any one sub-region does not possess the breadth
and depth of opportunity to genuinely compete within the
visitor economy domestically and internationally. Each
sub-region possesses its own unique strengths and
challenges and together, under the umbrella of
coordination and partnerships, these strengths, and
challenges, provide opportunity for collaborative product
development.

Market-ready:
Products are at a standard to
be sold to domestic markets.
This does not ensure the
product meets global tour
operator standards.
Export-ready:
Products are at a standard to
be promoted to international
markets. The following link
provides a checklist to ensure
export readiness:
http://industry.travelalberta.c
om/marketing/sellinginternationally/export-readychecklist

For instance, Jasper is a mature world renowned adventure destination, although with
challenges of limited offerings and peak time capacity; Grande Cache/Willmore possess
extraordinary eco and cultural tourism opportunity but lack infrastructure to benefit more
from Alaska Highway and Yellowhead Highway rubber tire traffic; Hinton is a strong gateway
destination and to capitalize on its position requires a coordinated effort to optimize
packaging and promotion of offerings; Edson’s geography as a mid-point between Edmonton
and Jasper presents strong excursionist and overnight opportunity but again requires a
coordinated effort to bring out its hidden gems. Yellowhead County is home to many
established tourism providers and recreational opportunities, which with the coordination of
marketing will continue to grow.
The region also features 28 provincial park destinations with campgrounds and visitor
attractions that, although are listed in some guides such at the Alberta Parks website, are
currently unknown to most Albertans. Aside from Jasper and the National Park, the region is
emerging in its development of tourism products and the ANRTA is providing an
unprecedented opportunity to develop and market the region collaboratively.
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The Alberta Northern Rockies offer a wide range of quality indoor and outdoor recreational
facilities, amenities, trails for self-propelled and motorized recreation as well as a variety of
entertainment, historic sites and cultural activities. Though many international tourism
promotions may not accurately reflect it, the Rocky Mountains extend well beyond the
boundaries of majestic Jasper National Park and into lesser-known areas such as Cadomin
and Willmore Wilderness Park. Hinton and Grande Cache are both gateways to the Northern
Rocky Mountains and all communities, including Yellowhead County have their own distinct
quality attractions and activities. These include leading sport competitions and recreational
events as well as outdoor activities, all with the backdrop of varying picturesque geographic
landscapes – mountains, foothills, forests, waterfalls and scenic lakes. The Alberta Northern
Rockies is home to some of the best wildlife viewing of many of Canada’s iconic creatures
such as bears (grizzly and black), wolves, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, caribou and
beavers. There is also bird watching and world-class fishing and hunting all within a
biologically diverse panorama.
There is a wide spectrum of attractions from nature-based to built facilities, including free
access as well as pay to play; and from new attractions to some older sites. Many traditional
attractions share the deep-rooted culture and historical experience sought after by visitors,
especially those from abroad.
Transportation access to and within the destination
Alberta Northern Rockies and its unique cluster of tourism experiences are conveniently
situated along the Yellowhead Highway between Edmonton and Jasper and on the Big Horn
Highway north enroute to Alaska. Transportation is overall exceptional and future potential
to capture even more traffic is strong.
Transportation access
to the Alberta
Northern Rockies
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Road: Main highways are good to excellent quality in most regions
however secondary roads range from poor to good condition. There
are some stretches of road that may be improved to be more
conducive to tourism with pullover infrastructure at scenic lookout
points.
Air: Improved air access would significantly support tourism and
other industries in the region. Air arrival is via: Edmonton
International Airport (YEG) then connections by road or rail to the
Alberta Northern Rockies; Edson Airport (YET) is restricted in
offering more flights due to its lack of security infrastructure to meet
federal security guidelines; and Jasper Hinton airport (YJA) also provides service. Recent
initiatives to revitalize the Edson airport have been ongoing and it offers great potential to
open more domestic travel when the airport becomes more operational.
Rail: Travel by Via Rail Canada (www.viarail.ca) from Edmonton to Jasper with stops in Edson
and Hinton, is a viable option yet is underutilized for tourism and has growth potential. Rocky
Mountaineer (www.rockymountaineer.com) is an award-winning rail tour that takes visitors
(primarily from abroad) from Vancouver to Jasper. For those who wish to continue travelling
east to fly back from Edmonton, they often join bus tours.
Signage: Main highway signage is reasonable on major routes however it is lacking on
Highway 40 and secondary roads in the region and lacks the ability to capitalize on
connecting potential visitors with attractions.
Infrastructure:
Tourism infrastructure is overall in reasonable condition. Some facilities are updated and
exceptionally well-maintained like the Grande Cache recreation centre, the Switzer
Park Visitor Center by Kelly’s Bathtub, Hinton’s Beaver Boardwalk, and Edson’s Kinsmen
Splash Park. While other facilities that are worn and even in state of mild disrepair.
Throughout the Alberta Northern Rockies some recreation facilities, municipal parks,
restrooms, picnic rest stops and other infrastructure require lifecycle upgrades to be
competitive. There are opportunities to work with corporate sponsors and through grants to
pursue some of the improvements.
Refer to Asset Inventory in Appendix B for more details.
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Tourism and Hospitality Workforce Needs
Alberta is currently in critical need of hospitality staff
including housekeeping, food & beverage, and other service
staff. Changes in government immigration and the exodus of
Albertans leaving for higher pay positions in resource
industry have left tourism businesses challenged with
securing staff requirements. “Help Wanted” signs could be
found through most of Alberta’s tourism hot spots especially
during Summer 2014. Capacity building programs and
resident outreach to build local pride and show the value of
the visitor economy are required to improve the local service
offerings. ANRTA will be ideally positioned to help
coordinate the needs and communication in this area.
A guide pours maple syrup at Jasper in January festival
Photo credit: Tourism Jasper

Visitation & Expenditures
The data on the following page shows the 2012 / 2013 tourism arrivals, percentage of growth
from the previous year, expenditures and job creation in each region starting broadly with
Canada-wide down to the Alberta Northern Rockies region. Alberta’s occupancy rates in
2013 were 68.2% and slightly higher than Canada’s average of 62.8%. In addition, statistics
have not been released at the time of this document’s publication however testimonials from
Travel Alberta representatives and businesses in Jasper and Hinton noted a steep increase in
occupancy in summer 2014 to the point where many visitors had to be turned away and
again feedback from consultations reported a large portion of visitation being domestic.
Difference in product type within the regions suggests that there is variation in the type of
visitor to each area.
Each sub-region changes slightly and some trends include but are not limited to the following:
Jasper NP has more international tourists, Willmore Wilderness Park has more back-country
adventurers and hunters; Hinton and Brule hosts a high number of overflow guests from
Jasper who prefer a more affordable and “less-touristy” place to stay; Grande Cache has
numerous day visitors as they are on the Alaska highway; Alberta Parks have mostly
Edmonton visitors and local community visitation; Edson and Yellowhead County are closer
to Edmonton for short weekend getaways for camping, ATV riding or winter sports; Edson,
Grande Cache, Hinton and Yellowhead County have also seen a huge boost in recent years
with recreationalists comprised of the oil, gas, lumber, coal industry workers living
temporarily or permanently in the region. Popular activities for this segment include
motorized backcountry travel like ATVs, snowmobiles, random camping with RV’s, fishing,
hunting and water sports on the local lakes and rivers.
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Global Arrivals: 1 .1 B Growth: 5%
Spend: $1.4 T US
Jobs Created: 1 in 11
Canadian Arrivals: 16.1 M
Growth: N/A
Spend: $16.4 B
Jobs Created: 618,300
Alberta Arrivals: (15%
International + 85% Domestic)
33.1 M
Growth: 4.5% Spend: $7.4 B
Jobs Created: 114,000 (2012)

ANRTA Estimated
Arrivals: 2.27 M
(Hwy 16 Jct 897
West)
Growth: 0.9%

Edmonton Airport (YEG)
Arrivals: 6.98 M
Growth: 4.6%
(A portion of these arrivals can
be targeted for the ANRTA
destination)

Jasper Arrivals:
2.02 Million
Growth: 1.6%

Visitation and Expenditures 2012/2013
Sources: UNWTO, Tourism Industry Association of Canada (TIAC), CTC, Parks Canada and Alberta Tourism
Framework

Priority Markets
Current priority markets are mostly vertically aligned with the Canadian Tourism
Commission’s Explorer Quotient with a majority of travellers Free Spirits, Authentic
Experiencers and Cultural Explorers. See Tables 8 and 9 for more details. A higher percentage
of international travellers target Jasper only for their leisure holidays, however an increasing
number are interested in exploring beyond the national park. Other markets in the region
include domestic travellers, visiting friends and family, sports tourists, special interest groups
and more. With such a broad range of visitors, market outreach for ANRTA must be focused
on segmentation for success. According to Travel Alberta, in 2012, 85% of travellers in
Alberta make up the domestic market and a similar ratio is expected to exist in the Alberta
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Northern Rockies though limitations in data collections have not confirmed this. Canada’s key
international markets are the United States, Australia, the United Kingdom, Germany, China,
Japan and South Korea. In 2011, the U.S. represented 81% of all international arrivals and
approximately half of total foreign tourism spending in Canada and as such this is a critical
target market shortly behind is Australia which is a major market to the Alberta Rockies and
among the ANRTA; they are especially attracted to Jasper during the winter ski season.
The following statistics from Alberta Parks sheds light on summer tourist visitation to the
Alberta Northern Rockies in 2014. The Edmonton market makes up approximately one third
of total tourist visitation. Interestingly, Albertans made up only 70% of total visitors overall.
Each year, there has been a growing visitation from other Canadian provinces, US markets
travelling to Alaska, and international visitors – especially European. These demographics
debunk the common misperception that the Alberta Northern Rockies are merely a “local
secret”. There is growing awareness of this tourist destination, demonstrating potential for
future expansion and tourism growth.

Switzer Park Visitor Origins 2014

Hinton
Edson
12%
3%
Other 2%
New Zealand
& Australia 1%
Europe 6%
USA 8%
Other Canada 6%
BC 7%

Jasper
1%
Grande Cache 3%
Grande Prairie area
5%

Edmonton Area
29%
Other Alberta
17%

Hinton
Edson
Jasper
Grande Cache
Grande Prairie area
Edmonton Area
Other Alberta
BC
Other Canada
USA
Europe
NZ, OZ
Other

Visitation to Switzer Park 2014 – Source: Alberta Parks

Communication Channels
As stated in the Alberta Tourism Framework 2020 “Communication efforts of the key catalyst
organizations must be aligned in support of our key priorities, and individual organizations
must be accountable for their results.” Communication channels that currently exist are
ANRTA board meetings, email updates and media reports from stakeholder meetings, direct
one on one meetings with the Destination Management Facilitator, and open house style
feedback sessions. As broadcasting of information becomes more regular with the
implementation of the DMP, it will be important to consider several audiences to
communicate with including:
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Visitors (domestic, including visiting friends and family (VFR), and international)
Local businesses including resource
Travel trade (international tour operators, travel agents and media)
Government agencies
Residents including special interest groups and amenity migrants relocating to the
region for the Northern Rockies lifestyle opportunities
Temporary residents working in the natural resource-based industry
NGOs and other stakeholder organizations

Snowboarding at Marmot Basin – Photo credit Jasper National Park
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OPPORTUNITIES ANALYSIS

Mountain bike trails, Yellowhead County
Photo credit: Alberta Parks
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Key Opportunities
The Opportunity Analysis presents opportunities or directions for future tourism progress
based on existing assets. It does not represent a marketing plan nor does it represent a work
plan for the organization but rather it demonstrates the potential of tourism in the region and
what is possible with enhanced coordination. The ANRTA is at early stages of the destination
planning and management process and there is much to do. The following are the key
opportunities that have been identified:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

To bring together tourism operators, government and elected officials to
coordinate existing tourism opportunities i.e. we are stronger than we think but we
need to coordinate what we have;
Take advantage of the existing climate of cooperation in tourism and specifically
the shared goal of making the entire region prosper as a ‘region’ versus competing
nodes; Work with Jasper and Edmonton’s considerable online tourism presence to
promote the Highway 16 corridor as well as the Highway 40 corridor north to
Grande Cache and south to Cadomin and Whitehorse Wildland Park.
To work with Jasper and Edmonton to ‘shorten the distance’ between the two by
coordinating existing opportunities
Capitalize on the present backcountry interest to add to front country
opportunities;
Leveraging the awareness and appeal of the regional history and similar cultural
heritage assets in the region;
Encourage the expansion of DMO based tourism planning along the Yellowhead
west corridor;
Become a world-class iconic destination (Jasper is there but the rest of the region
needs to catch up); and
The Alberta Northern Rockies already has land bases positioned for the type of
greenfield tourism development that are in demand and that are the right fit for
the ANRTA to pursue.

Future opportunities by category are as follows:
1.0
Market development
There are many market ready products in the Alberta Northern Rockies, however with the
evolving demand globally many products will need redevelopment or re-packaging to meet
niche market desires. The market development will happen in two main phases; the products
which are export ready will be promoted early in the marketing program, then other
products which need re-purposing or which will benefit from being built into an itinerary will
be launched at a later date. Comprehensive branding will be a high priority for the region in
order to create destination recognition and a cohesive marketing collective under which to
promote products in the region. Appendix D outlines a checklist for the marketing strategy.
Once the brand and positioning statement is developed, it is important to plan for onboarding
to get operators within the Alberta Northern Rockies as well as other partners and
ambassadors promoting the brand.
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The Marketing Plan shall follow the guidelines in Appendix D as recommended by Destination
Marketing Association International (DMAI), the premier global organization on marketing
DMOs.

Travel Alberta use the Canadian
Tourism Commission’s Explorer
Quotient ™ (EQ) as its market
segmentation system to identify
psychographic traveller segments that
are best matched to our tourism
product. There are numerous
psychographic types but two are
acknowledged to be most relevant to
Alberta and they include the Free Spirits
and Cultural Explorers and as such the
ANRTA will vertically align with those,
however the Alberta Northern Rockies
product mix also supports an expanded
market that includes the Authentic
Experiencers.

See table 8 below and Table 9 in the next section for more details of how market will be
matched with the attractions, activities and experiences. The plan will take the approach of
target the ‘lowest hanging fruit’, which will be domestic market, the visiting friends and
relatives (VFR) market and those already in the region from abroad who have flexibility in
their itineraries. In its early years of operation the ANTRA will therefore invest less in
international market outreach to optimize costs while still realizing increased visitation and
economic injection into the destination. See more in Marketing Opportunities. See tables 8
and 9 that follow for more details of the target market and segmentation.
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Table 8: Matching EQ Profiles with ANRTA Product
The ANRTA targeted EQ market will differ from Travel Alberta’s province-wide target in
that they pursue Free Spirits as their primary target market and their secondary target
market is Cultural Explorers. ANRTA has prioritized Authentic Experiencers to secondary
target market with Cultural Explorers following shortly after.
EQ® Market Profiles
Free Spirits

are highly social and openminded. Their enthusiasm for
life extends to their outlook
on travel. Experimental and
adventurous, they indulge in
high-end experiences that are
shared with others.
(12% of the Canadian market
and 13% of global market)

Authentic Experiencers
are typically understated
travellers looking for
authentic, tangible
engagement with destinations
they seek, with a particular
interest in understanding the
history of the places they
visit.

ANRTA Product Matches
Examples
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(12% of the Canadian market
and 9% of the global market)

•

Cultural Explorers

•

are defined by their love of
constant travel and
continuous opportunities to
embrace, discover and
immerse themselves in the
culture, people and settings of
the places they visit.
(9% of the Canadian market
and 12% of global market)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skiing/snowshoeing
Rock climbing/
mountaineering/zipline
Culinary experiences
Mountain bilking/hiking
Sport tourism events
Spa, hot springs &
wellness
Visiting natural wonders
Mountain vistas tours /
rooms with a view
Horseback/outfitter trips
Fishing & camping
B&Bs, staying in teepees
Eating local cuisine
Wildlife watching trips
(eg Beaver Boardwalk)
Labyrinth walk/cache
replicas
Agrotourism/ecotourism
Stargazing/northern
lights
Museums & performing
arts
Campfire story telling
experiences
Interpretive tours with
trapping heritage
Paddling/watersports
Winter sports
Biking/hiking
Historic/heritage sites
Rodeos/cultural events
Music & art events
Wildlife/bird watching

Source: Travel Alberta
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2.0 Pathway to Purchase
The pathway to purchase represents the traveller’s thought process and behavior with
respect to making a decision to travel and in this case to the Northern Rockies. Each step
progresses from creating awareness and enticing the potential traveller to dream, to having
the individual consider the purchase and to then visualize him/herself experiencing the
dream vacation and then to be so moved as to plan and purchase the vacation and finally
they’re off exploring. The steps are important to understand, as messaging from ANRTA will
change depending on where they are on the cycle to ensure the individual secures a trip and
becomes a visitor to the area. Conversely it highlights just how precarious the traveller’s
decision-making process can be and attention required by the seller to ignite and keep a
traveller.

Consumer Pathway to Purchase. Modified from Travel Alberta

The value of the Pathway to Purchase model to the ANRTA is the idea of a single advocacy
body that has an ability and position to support each step of the marketing process, rather
than a situation of incongruent marketing efforts lacking the cumulative impact of having one
body promote a destination. The Pathway to Purchase represents one aspect of the future
marketing potential of the region. A marketing plan is currently lacking for the ANRTA; once
developed it will use the Path to Purchase to model (which has been adopted by Travel
Alberta and most all DMO’s in Alberta) to get appropriate messaging to consumers based on
which stage of trip planning they are at:
3.0 Attractions, Activities, Experiences
Attractions, activities and experiences in a destination should be developed, refined and
packaged to the marketplace based on their most likely match to prospective buyers, ie the
visitors. With hundreds of rich experiences available throughout the Alberta Northern
Rockies, there are numerous ways in which to categorize them. This section outlines the
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higher priority niche attractions, activities and experiences that are appropriate for
development. Some of these currently exist and need to be improved to export ready status
while others are in need of further refinement and packaging with others to be market ready.
Building on the Explorer Quotient profiles in section 1.0, a further segmentation of product
potential is presented below on the Market Development column. It is important to keep in
mind that most of the product categories listed are relevant to the visitor economy while also
providing experiences for residents.

Table 9: Alberta Northern Rockies Product Development Opportunities
1.0 Market
Development

Nature-Based
Adventure

Staycations

3.0 Packaging / Itinerary Development
Opportunities for
Attractions, Activities and Experiences
•
•
•
•
•

Rock climbing / Mountaineering
Backcountry camping
Paddling / rafting
Urban breaks
Glamping (i.e. premium camping)

•

To be a tourist in your own backyard
and enjoy
Camping / Fishing / Hunting
Visiting friends and family
Day trips to markets and events
coupled with secondary activities

•
•
•

•
Motorized
Excursions

•
•
•
•


Sport Tourism

•
•

Include motorized activity with some
existing in-park itineraries
Snowmobiling and cat skiing
All Terrain Vehicles (ATVs)
Include must-do urban stop
Recreation Vehicles (RVs)
Leverage existing recreation
infrastructure to include the visitor
economy
Local, regional and international
competitions e.g. Tour of Alberta
Sport tournaments
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•
•
•
•
•

Vast choice of in and out of park
experiences within reach of well
planned itineraries
Snow shoeing / Nordic skiing
Skiing / Snowboarding
Dog sledding / Tobogganing
Urban breaks (a must)
Sleigh rides

•
•
•
•
•
•

A fast growing product category
Spa and wellness activities
Yoga and meditation
Unique culinary experiences
Hot springs
FIT or group retreats

•

From living history and museums to
historic trails and sites
Horseback Riding
Trapping heritage Trails
Cultural cuisine
Tee pees, outfitter experiences

•

Winter Travel

Wellness
Enthusiasts

Cultural
Enthusiasts

Nature
Enthusiasts

Romance

Family

•
•
•
•



Bird watching
Dark Sky Festival
Viewing the majestic mountains
Naturally or via Glacier Skywalk,
Jasper Tram, Jasper-Hinton Zipline
Park interpretive programs

•
•
•
•

Weddings and Honeymoons
Couples get-aways
Culinary experiences
Focus on B&Bs and resorts

•

Low cost getaway options for entire
family
Camping, fishing, lakes
Interpretive tours and guided
programs

•
•
•

•
•
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Corporate
Groups/
Meetings
Incentives
Conferences and
Events (MICE)

Special Interest
Groups

Culinary Tourism

•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom retreat programs
Teambuilding
Meetings
Excellent shoulder season potential
Incentive travel
Conferences and conventions









Girlfriend getaways
Cultural and spiritual exploration
Reunions
Good shoulder season potential
Custom Programs and retreats
School group packages
Hunters and anglers

•
•
•
•

Agro Tourism
Good shoulder season potential
Incorporated into most itineraries
Culinary Tourism with festivals and
events

Photo credits: Travel Alberta, Tourism Jasper, Town of Hinton, Alberta Parks

Sample Itineraries
The following four un-vetted sample itineraries are designed to have readers ponder the
potential and to facilitate thinking around linking the tourism potential of the region into
cohesive itineraries. So imagine…
Option A – Jasper Bound Summer Trip

Option B – Jasper Bound Winter Trip

Bus leaves Edmonton during summer season
(Group Travel)
En Route: Stop in Edson: Red Brick School visit;
sampling beef jerky at Yukon Sausage;
Galloway Museum tour or a 30 minute ATV
tour and lunch on the Edson Trail
Stop in Hinton: Halfday bike tour around town
or bike park for the more adventurous or
guided walk and lunch along the Athabasca
River Trails catered by one of the local cafes.
Destination: Jasper for five days exploring all
that has to offer and add some rustic glamping
(glamorous camping) then add Willmore
Wilderness Park for a two day horseback trip
with Cowboy cuisine and stop at Kelley’s

Bus leaves Edmonton during the winter season
(Group Travel)
En route: stops in Edson for interpretive
presentation; add fireside lunch with
snowshoeing at Kelley’s Bathtub, Nordic skiing,
ice fishing, or snow biking in Switzer Park and
back to Hinton.

Destination: Jasper and its not difficult to fill
five days with skiing, dog sledding, and Nordic
skiing and shopping with stops at the hot
springs and maybe one night in Willmore
camping under Cowboy canvas shelters (with
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Bathtub, visit to Grande Cache interpretive and
stop at Miette on return from Grande Cache;
return.
Return to Edmonton via quick stops in Hinton
and Edson for – make one bakery stop (you
deserve it you’ve been so active) and another
lunch stop.

comfort) and back to Jasper.

Option C – Destination – Our Past (Summer)

Option D – Alaska FITs (Summer)

Bus Leaves Edmonton five-day cultural history
focused tour.

FITs traveling to Alaska made aware of the
region by strong web presence early enough in
their planning so add two nights to their trip
by…
First overnight in Hinton or Brule – and book
one-day raft trip on the Athabasca and another
day spent meandering around Jasper’s shops.

Stop in Edson for longer interpretative tour of
Edson Trail and origins of the area; add an ATV
tour, unique lunch, or short performance at the
Red Brick School.
Destination: Hinton or even Brule as the base
and planned excursions into Jasper for activity
and shopping, extended interpretive guided
historic walks; evening live music performance
in Hinton; participate in active history with help
from JNP interpretation and this must include
historic food, clothing and travel; Travel up
Hwy. 40 to explore Pierre Grey’s historic fur
trading post and gravesites.
Back to Edmonton with another stop in Edson
to experience more local food with context.

Return to Edmonton via a Hinton lunch stop
and an Edson local market stop or add a lunch
stop with a Cowboy cooking class where they
get to make one special comfort food ‘western
dish’.

Late start from Hinton and one more night in
Grand Cache to try the “last zipline for another
thousand miles”; and a must stop at the new
Athabasca lookout Trail with a breath taking
view of the front ranges - the perfect cure for a
long car ride…to Alaska (locals may enjoy this
trail as well).
Off to Alaska having experienced Jasper and
Grande Cache.

The itineraries presented merely scratch the surface of the potential to develop programs
that involve the entire region. The extensive range of product potential allows for the
development of varied itineraries to genuinely target a wide range of domestic and
international groups. The variety of opportunities is virtually unlimited and it is intended to
be a major focus of a proposed two-day workshop for the ANRTA region whereby operators,
government and elected representatives will be invited to meet and determine product
potential for the region.
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4.0 Festivals and events
Numerous vibrant, successful festivals and events currently take place in the Alberta
Northern Rockies with a mix of sport, rodeo, heritage, nature-based and music and family
themes. Several festivals have become renowned including the annual Kinsmen Slo-Pitch
tournament at the world’s largest slo-pitch park, the award-winning Dark Sky Festival, the
Canadian Death Race, the Wild Mountain Music Festival, the annual Föhn Festival, Winter
Magic Festival, Mary Reimer Rodeo, and Beaver Bike Fest. There is potential for continued
growth of existing events as well as expanded product linkages by hosting regional events
that stretch all across the Alberta Northern Rockies, especially during off-peak seasons
(spring and fall) when accommodations are more available. Building on successful multidestination festival models such as the Kananaskis Mountain Festival culinary music event
spanning Canmore to Kananaskis, geocaching competitions, cultural events and sports
tourism like the 2015 Tour of Alberta. While these events do need more coordinated effort for
all destination members to prosper, the ANRTA is in an ideal position to foster the
partnerships needed for an annual festival that reaches more broadly than one municipality
alone.

Canada Day - Photo credit: Tourism Jasper

5.0 Accommodation
There exist ample accommodations within the ANRTA region as is evident from the Asset
Inventory (See Appendix B), but the state of accommodation presents opportunities for
further leveraging of a wider variety of lodging options via the new functioning ANRTA DMO.
The three areas forecasted to need attention include the need to a) better manage and
capture last minute bookings during peak times; b) better coordination of the total sum of
beds during peak visitor times and c) enhance the connection between beds and itineraries.
Consultations revealed some limitations regarding last minute bookings and thus a
compromised ability to plan. A stronger online DMO presence can impact this situation by
encouraging FITs (fully independent travellers) to book in advance and plan their trips
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earlier, if trip planning (see Pathway to Purchase) was made easy. Second, despite the
number of beds in the region there can be more dialogue and coordination to make available,
with ease, the total number of beds to inbound groups and individuals. A good proportion of
beds are often dedicated in room blocks to resource industry use and not available to the
tourist market what can be done is more comprehensive coordination of all existing beds.
Third, a higher level of coordination is required among all stakeholders to link product
itineraries with beds and encourage earlier bookings.

Otentik Tent at Whistler Campground - Photos credit: Tourism Jasper

When demand permits, accommodation could be increased to include a greater range of
tourism beds and even to consider flexible season options such as those in use by Parks
Canada, that is, premium or glamping tenting options, and others such as yurts and hostels.
For Jasper to remain globally competitive it may require five-star accommodation options.
As ongoing consumer research is carried out for the region, the accommodation sector should
possess greater understanding of the type and style of accommodation required and always
keeping in mind the old accommodation adage which is ‘you build accommodation to the
market you are targeting less than the one you have’.
In recent years, campgrounds in Jasper National Park frequently reach full capacity in July
and August. The many Alberta Parks campgrounds and other providers located outside of the
national park offer opportunities for overflow – especially for mid-week visitation. This can
be marketed more readily to visitors so they are aware of the options.
6.0 Access
Access throughout the Alberta Northern Rockies destination varies significantly with some
sites being highly accessible and offering excellent signage to lesser-frequented areas being
more difficult to reach. In tourism, access requires a strategic balance. If a pristine site is
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made too accessible, the sustainability is at risk and it may exceed carrying capacity, allowing
biodiversity degradation and socio-cultural damage. However many sites in the destination
are far from being at risk of over-visitation and are missing economic potential by not
providing enough opportunity for access. It is also important to have a balance between
catering to self-drive visitors and guided tours and at the present time self-drive visitors are
not being supported with access in the region. Coordination of primary and secondary road
access, directional and tourism signage, Google maps plots, updating of Ecotour App and
itinerary building will also help raise the profile of many hidden gems. As technology
advances and other access allows more people to explore the wilderness, it is critical to
revisit access and destination stewardship issues regularly and determine if the areas are at
risk of unsustainable development. Accessibility to both able-bodied and disabled visitors to
the region must also be considered with each attraction by assessing physical barriers that
may restrict experiencing of sites while also addressing safety.
7.0 Infrastructure
Advancing physical infrastructure is complicated work given the number of stakeholders
involved and the high capital costs. The direction and priority for progressing infrastructure
in the region in relation to tourism needs will become clearer once there is stronger idea of
the types of tourism itineraries, and travel and recreation opportunities operators and
communities would like to focus on first. For example the two-day tourism workshop
proposed by ANRTA with operators, government and elected officials to coordinate tourism
in the region is one way to begin to determine a priority listing of infrastructure
requirements. However the ANRTA region possesses strong infrastructure overall but with
certain gaps as pertaining to tourism. Consultation feedback and Asset Inventory data
suggest that key areas of focus for infrastructure development include: improved secondary
roads; improved trails; upgraded restrooms; overall signage can be improved. When demand
permits there should consideration of increasing affordable accommodation or
accommodation appropriate to the future target markets and encouragement of the
development of resorts and lodges that provide both tourism product and beds.
General visitation to communities will grow through enhanced streetscapes, cultural
attractions, themed architectural standards, and community beautification enticing visitors to
stop while travelling Highway 16 and Highway 40. The economic spin offs of attractive
corridors go far beyond just tourism dollars; but ensure that communities are attractive for
local residents and to potential new businesses and families considering making a move
closer to the mountains. Key partner communities of Hinton, Edson, Grande Cache,
Yellowhead County, and Japer should continue to invest in visitor attractions along highway
corridors.
8.0 Visitor information services
A synergistic collaboration between the various online and fixed roof visitor information
services (VIS) is key to leveraging optimum services to visitors. VIS updates on social media, a
destination website, traditional media outlets, regional tourism radio program like prerecorded with volunteer presenters, will support sharing of co-branded messaging. There is
an opportunity for all VIS partners in and outside the region to further leverage, distribute
and showcase the TransCanada Ecotours Northern Rockies Highway Guide print guidebook,
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and information about how to download the smartphone Ecotour app which launched in Fall
2014. With a movement to more visitors traveling independently on self-dive vacations,
monitoring and updating of online travel information is critical to ensure mapping of
attractions, tourism directories and contact information is kept accurate.

Ecotours Northern Rockies App

9.0 Advocacy and Community Relations
According to Destination Marketing Association International (DMAI), the premier global
organization guiding DMOs, there is a growing importance and to plan for dedicated advocacy
and community outreach. DMOs are tourism leaders and as such have the responsibility to be
stewards to communities and build credibility with stakeholders. This means having physical
presence in as many events, festivals and tourism outlets as possible and being transparent in
sharing information regularly. A dedicated group of ANRTA ambassadors including municipal
representatives with common messaging will help give the destination a stronger more
unified voice and have their fingers on the pulse of community members to determine what
their “hot buttons” are so issues important to them can be addressed.

DMO Approach to Community Advocacy modified from D. Anderson DCI

ANRTA will ensure it identifies the specific needs of individual stakeholders and amplifies a
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unique selling point that enhances that need rather than detracting from it. The
communications plan will address residents, not only visitors. Messages for visitors can be retasked for residents to increase pride and increased quality of life. The advocacy and
community relations activities shall be included in the ANRTA Marketing Plan, which will
follow the outline in Appendix D. Community advocacy activities may include open houses,
linking with visitor centres, addition of a residents section of the ANTRA website radio spots
and newsletter columns. Often these activities will overlap with staycation marketing.
Resident support is critical not just because it is the right thing to do, but it also helps garner
helping hands when for festivals and sporting events require volunteers for their success. A
strong base of committed community members is present in places like Edson’s slow pitch
tournament and Grande Cache’s annual Death Race however more can be done to connect the
regions as the new destination brand is developed and publicly announced.

Advancing the destination for tourism
Directing destination policy
Voicing the concerns of tourism
Organizing tourism interests
Catalyzing the tourism experience
Advising on tourism issues
Communicating tourism’s benefits
Yielding benefits to the community!

ANRTA
as
a
community
leader

Modified from D. Anderson DCI

Finally the ANRTA will develop a crisis communication protocol for the unlikely event that
incidents of natural disasters, visitor crisis’ etc so that the destination has a united voice when
responding to any misfortunes that impact the visitor economy.

“Growth is not just measured in economic terms - social capital or environmental
benefits are also an opportunity for wise growth.”
Keep It Real - A sustainable tourism marketing toolkit for destinations
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ACTION PLAN

Fishing on Amethyst Lake
Photo credit: Tourism Jasper

Labyrinth, Grande Cache
Photo Credit: Planvision
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The Action Plan is driven by the ANRTA three-year goals. Risk factors versus return on
investment (ROI) will be assessed when additional new opportunities present themselves to
the ANRTA board and staff. This section begins with partnerships to be pursued by the
ALliabce, followed by the strategic action plan.
“Destination leadership is the culmination of effectively marketing, managing and leading
the destination through the development and execution of an agreed-to-strategic plan by
key community and visitor industry interests.”
David Anderson, Destination Consultancy Group
Key Partnerships
Public and private partnering is critical to sustainable destination management as well as
successful leveraging of marketing efforts to support promotion of the destination. The key
to meeting and exceeding the ANRTA goals is building longer-term relationships with and
communicating to the right partners that will optimize success and share resources for
various destination management and marketing initiatives. Often it is the quality of the
relationship that is more important than the quantity of partnerships. Of the ANRTA member
partners and regional stakeholders connected to the visitor economy, the following are
targeted organizations with which opportunities will be pursued. In addition, others will be
vetted to determine the best matches for special projects.:
Alberta Culture and Tourism: The initial phases of this project are made possible by the
generous support of the Government of Alberta. Similar government grant opportunities will
be explored to support near-term phases of the ANRTA activities until which time as a
regional tourism levy will provide more sustainable revenue. Tourism experts in the Ministry
have also been and will continue to be excellent resources with which to coordinate
investment development, mapping and market research in the destination
(www.culture.alberta.ca/).
Alberta Parks: Park stewardship, tourism management, project development and promotion
of the 28 parks in the Alberta Northern Rockies (www.albertaparks.ca).
Alberta Hotel and Lodging Association (AHLA): A tourism levy in the Alberta Northern
Rockies must be perused with sound legal and as such AHLA and other sources will be called
upon to support these efforts industry expertise (www.ahla.ca).
Alberta Transportation: Signage, tourism infrastructure and market research will be
optimized through partnerships with this key government agency
(www.transportation.alberta.ca).
Community Futures West Yellowhead: Supporting action items 3.1 in the 2014 Grande Cache
Business Visitation Study where community tourism investment was listed as a priority. “The
tourism economy continues to grow to help diversify Grande Cache’s economic base.
Companies focusing on wilderness touring, horseback adventures, white water rafting,
helicopter adventures and ATV tours are some of the many tourism related business in the
community” (http://westyellowhead.albertacf.com).
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Edmonton International Airport (EIA): “EIA has excellent air access, serving 60 non-stop
destinations, including London, Reykjavik, and Amsterdam… as well as 13 U.S. hubs,” says
Tom Ruth, president and CEO of EIA. The airport authority sees the route from Edmonton to
the Northern Rockies as an ideal opportunity for visiting friends and relatives as well as the
leisure tourism markets (www.flyeia.com).
Edmonton Tourism: Partnerships with the various tourism organizations and operators in
Edmonton will be explored in year 1 of the DMP action plan (http://exploreedmonton.com).
Foothills Research Institute: Continue to update and distribute the TransCanada Ecotours:
Northern Rockies Highway Guide and App that was developed through the Foothills Research
Institute, as it is one of the most comprehensive tourism resources in the region
(https://foothillsri.ca).
Other Potential Partners: Potential partnership opportunities will be explored with groups
such as Grande Alberta Economic Region, Galloway Station Museum, Hinton Historical
Society, Hinton Mountain Bike Association, and others.
People and Peaks Productions: Offering multimedia support to help tell the story of Willmore
Wilderness Park through video, still photography, written historic events, legends and lore of
the region (www.peopleandpeaks.com).
Tourism Jasper and Parks Canada: Jasper National Park: Jasper will be a key partner for
management and marketing the destination and as they are the most Westerly anchor
destination. Tourism Jasper has established tourism distribution channels including a robust
website (www.jasper.travel) and Parks Canada is steward of the UNESCO world heritage site
(www.pc.gc.ca).
Towns of Edson, Hinton, Jasper, Grande Cache and Yellowhead County: The municipalities
and counties are instrumental throughout the destination (www.edson.ca, www.hinton.ca,
www.jasper-alberta.com, www.grandecache.ca, www.yellowheadcounty.ab.ca)
Travel Alberta: One of the ANRTA’s most important marketing partners is Travel Alberta and
there will be several ways in which the two organizations work together. Travel Alberta's
Cooperative Marketing Program is designed to assist marketing partnerships in extending
their marketing activities. The program provides support for new or enhanced activities led
by Alberta based private sector tourism operators, non-profit or public sector organizations
working together to market tourism experiences. ANRTA’s Industry Relations contact is Don
Wilson and he is helping to advise which activities are eligible and setting achievable
objectives to optimize return on investment (www. travelalberta.com).
Willmore Wilderness Foundation (WWF): The founding organization of the Alberta Rockies
Adventures (ARA) www.albertarockiesadventures.com, WWF has been and will continue to
be a part of the ongoing project activities (www.willmorewilderness.com).
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Summary
The ANRTA region possesses tourism potential that rivals any similar destination in North
America. The key to its strong position is the sum of the region. ANRTA’s future economic
success will ultimately be dictated by the level of cooperation amongst partners with a shared
vision and common goals.

Dark Sky Festival - Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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Bighorn Sheep near Cadomin
Photo credit: Town of Hinton
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to present background information to support the
development of ANRTA as a viable DMO. It focuses on the funding and organizational structural
considerations to be taken into further dialogue with the ANRTA Board and key stakeholders.
Essentially it begins to address the questions of how should we fund ANRTA and how should we
operate?
ANRTA’s situation is unique in relation to most DMOs in two critical areas. The first is in its
broadened definition of tourism. Initial feedback from community consultation is clear that
‘tourism’ in the region must be broadly defined to include amenities and experiences for local
residents as well as visitors. Secondly, ANRTA is made up of partners that include diverse
backgrounds and resources, which are positive, but the size and maturity of Jasper’s tourism
economy relative to others may present a challenge with respect to coordination.
Typical DMO funding is divided into three main categories hotel levies, public support and
grants, and member fees. DMO funding tends to follow a pattern whereby smaller DMOs have a
higher proportional reliance on public support while the largest DMOs rely more on hotel levies
and generated revenue. This same pattern is also indicative of DMOs that are starting out (they
rely more on public funding) and over time shift funding to hotel levies and other earned revenue.
ANRTA’s unique situation is such that it straddles the two main distinctions made in the
previous paragraph, that is, it includes a large revenue region (Jasper) while the others are
considerably smaller and likewise Jasper’s tourism product and economy is relatively mature to
that of other members.
However, as a DMO for the region ANRTA should consider itself a ‘start-up’ DMO given the
majority of members are new to regional and coordinated tourism marketing. It should also
consider itself a ‘smaller’ DMO despite the presence of Jasper, because proceeding as a large DMO
means the application of assumptions associated with larger centers such as a critical mass of
beds that simply will not apply to ANRTA at present.
Considerable research has been carried out in recent years to assess the organizational
structure of DMOs, including DMOs in Alberta. Most of the attention on DMO organizational
structure is associated with maintaining transparency and accountability. In fact, much of the
attention on DMO organizational structures is driven by the Alberta Hotel and Lodging Association
(AHLA) whose members provide the bed-tax that is quickly becoming the primary source of
revenue for existing and emerging DMOs. In general, recommendations focus on developing bylaws and procedures that ensure clarity of roles among the industry, DMF (destination marketing
funds) collector and the DMO. A variety of governance models are presented but the community
corporate structure model appears to be most relevant to ANRTA. This model, presently used by
Jasper, is comprised of a not-for-profit structure that is able to represent a variety of industry and
related partners.
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Part One – The Present Context of ANRTA
ANRTA’s composition presents two key aspects that make it unique relative to many other
DMO’s. Firstly, initial feedback from community consultation is clear that tourism development in
the area should proceed with dual consideration, that is, to develop tourism opportunity for
residents and visitors. This consideration is not completely foreign and should not be considered
as a 50/50 proposition, or that visitor developments must equal resident development. Rather it
suggests that tourism in the region should proceed with both the visitor and resident in mind.
Tourism that supports the recreation and quality of life for local residents is a key tenant of
making a tourism economy sustainable because it tends to mitigate local resentment toward
dollars dedicated to ‘outsiders’ along with the basic knowledge that if everyone in the community
perceives a benefit to future development they are more likely to support such growth.
The challenge that comes along with taking an approach to tourism development
supportive of local resident recreation is that some key stakeholders such as the accommodation
sector, critical to tourism, may push back as it appears that tourism and related revenues are not
being directed to filling beds in the community.
The second unique aspect of ANRTA is the fact that it is made up of members that are clearly
different yet they will be called upon to act in a coordinated manner. Jasper’s tourism economy is
likely as large as that of all other ANRTA members combined. The positive element here is that Jasper
acts the obvious anchor tenant of the group but the challenge is to develop a structure and funding
model that is deemed equitable by all.
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The composition of ANRTA communities also present a challenge in so much as Jasper’s
economy is decidedly focused on tourism, and Willmore to a certain degree, but other communities
in the DMO possess economies focused on primary extraction. The latter point raises two
considerations. Firstly, the mentality surrounding economic development in the industry
communities does not always recognize tourism as an economic generator relative to the strong
performance of the extraction industry. Jasper relies on tourism as its primary economic
development strategy while the other communities do not. Secondly, the majority of beds in the
region (excluding Jasper and Willmore) are often, but not always, taken up by industry (oil, gas,
lumber, coal) workers thereby stifling the development of short-stay pleasure tourism. These
challenges reflect the reality of ANRTA moving forward as a cohesive and effective DMO. On the
other side there is a plethora of support (brought forward in initial community consultation) for
the development of ANRTA and the many ways it can grow a sustainable tourism economy for the
entire region.
It should be noted that communities whose hotel accommodation is taken up largely by
industry workers run the risk community backlash and even closure. A trend in the United States
a c c o m m o d a t i o n sector is that hotels that turn to long-stay visitors (workers and others)
have come under attack by their own communities as places that harbour crime and related
elements.
ANRTA’s Composition – Key Points
ANTRA’s membership is diverse…and similar
a) It is a large area that includes two distinct touristic areas in-park (Jasper) and out-ofpark the remainder of the region; and
b) This is accentuated by the fact that Jasper’s tourism economy is as large as the tourism
economy of the remainder of the group; this means that
c) ANRTA is made up of a large ‘anchor tenant’ in the form of Tourism Jasper and
smaller homogenous rural communities;
d) The region’s diversity also means it holds virtually the entire spectrum of outdoor
recreation opportunity that can be found in Western Canada – this is a strength of the
region as a combined unit;
e) There is a mature recognition of the need to include resident recreation opportunities in
the development of tourism in the region – many resort communities in the North
American West have come to this realization late in their development and often to their
detriment – ANRTA is ahead of the game with this understanding.
The Nature of the Tourism Economy of ANRTA
Jasper’s tourism economy is mature relative to the group – for instance – it already has a
DMO in place; and
g) Historically Jasper has occupied the position of the ‘tourism destination’ in the region while
the other communities have not attempted to compete nor have they given much
consideration (in general) to the development of tourism;
f)
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h) Jasper’s tourism economy is taken up largely by pleasure travel, along with meetings
and conventions; while
i) The other ANRTA communities, though they pursue pleasure travel, have
accommodation largely taken up by long-stay industry beds (non-pleasure travel);
Differences Among ANRTA Membership
j)

Jasper and other ANRTA members differ mainly in three areas: firstly that Jasper recreation
product does not permit certain types of activities such as motorized recreation, hunting
and trapping, and random camping while these activities are permitted outside of the park;
secondly the Jasper’s market is largely pleasure travel (short-stay tourism) while a large
portion of accommodation in the remainder of the group is made up on industry beds;
thirdly, and related is that Jasper’s economy is clearly focused on tourism while the
economies of other ANTRA communities (excepting Willmore) are focused on extraction
industry resulting in a different economic development orientation.

Dusk in the Alberta Northern Rockies Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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Part Two – Funding Models
There are five main recognized sources of revenue for DMOs, they include: additional room
tax or bed tax; municipal funding; business levies, memberships; and earned revenue. What is
also recognized is that there are as many funding models as there are DMOs but recent
research provides some insight into this area. There are advantages and disadvantages to
each type of funding which are presented in the background of this section.
Most often DMO funding sources is divided into three main categories hotel levies, public
support and grants, and member fees. DMO funding tends to follow a pattern whereby smaller
DMOs have a higher proportion of public support while the largest DMOs rely more on hotel
levies and generated revenue. This same pattern is also indicative of DMOs that starting out
(they rely more on public funding) and over time shift funding to hotel levies and other earned
revenue.
For instance, the funding profile for a smaller DMO includes 58% reliance on public support,
21% on hotel levies and 20% on member fees and related. In contrast large DMOs reliance on
public support is only 6%, hotel levies is 76% and member fees 19%. See Table 2 for more
detail. Large and small DMOs also differ in other important areas of operation and
administration such as the amount of money spent on personnel (30% for large and 45% for
smaller DMOs) and percent of Board made up of industry (25% for large and 19% for small).
However, in most areas of operation and administration the difference between large and small
DMOs are more similar than different.
As a DMO for the region ANRTA should consider itself a ‘start-up’ DMO given the majority of
members are new to regional and coordinated tourism marketing. It should also consider itself
a ‘smaller’ DMO, because proceeding as a large DMO means the application of assumptions
associated with larger centers such as a critical mass of beds, will not apply to ANRTA at
present.
As ANRTA proceeds it can expect to have a funding model that initially is highly supported
by public funds/grants and as it grows its potential reliance on hotel levies will increase and
public support decrease. ANRTA can also expect to have heavier public representation on the
Board initially and to have that be supplanted by industry membership over time.
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Background to Funding Models
Funding Options – Advantages and Disadvantages
Community Tourism Futures Foundations – Options for Community Tourism Organizations Funding
Report (December 2005)

Additional Room Tax
The additional room tax of bed tax has become a popular source of funding for DMOs in the past
decade in Alberta and Canada. The bed-tax comes from the accommodation sector and as such it is
not surprising hotel associations such as AHLA have become vigilant in the operation and
administration of DMOs. The bed-tax should be considered as an option for ANRTA in its mix of
funding sources.
Advantages:
-

Can be imposed by a majority of fixed room accommodators who control 51% of total unites
in taxable area;
Provides long-term sustainable funding not subject to political will;
Can provide more funding than most other options especially if significant number of beds;
Room tax is applied to visitors not the community businesses or residents;
It may grow as the destination grows;
Note – may be a good option especially given that most beds are taken by energy and
related industry and thus non-discretionary expense.

Disadvantages
-

Not appropriate if too few rooms in the region – burden too heavy;
Not appropriate if region targeting day visitors;
Accommodation sector may place undue pressure to fill beds rather than grow tourism;
May not be appropriate if most visitation is ‘business’ and not pleasure*
Takes time and resources to collect;
Fluctuates with boom and bust of tourism;
Must renew application e.g. every five years

*Reasoning for this item is that business guests are less influenced by marketing initiatives as
they are there on business – this is not an issue for ANRTA

Municipal Funding
It is likely that ANRTA will require strong public support in its early stages of development. This
would make ANRTA similar to other DMOs in Canada.
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Advantages
-

Sends message that tourism is important to region
Can be single largest sources for communities with smaller tourism industry
Can be more stable than room tax in downturns – provided there is political will;
Important for communities in early stages of tourism

Disadvantages
-

Unstable depending on political will – subject to annual renewal;
May not grow as tourism grows (hotel tax does)
Municipal transfer of funds may not coincide
with tourism marketing execution

Business Levies
Advantages
-

Long term sustainable funding not subject to
political will;
Can provide more funding than other
options depending on the community;
Can be collected from businesses that benefit the most;
That do not decline with decreased tourism (bedtax)

Disadvantages
-

The amount of money will grow only if the number of businesses grow;
Communities without a large business base will not generate substantive funds;
There is no mandatory membership (only in mountain resort communities) so getting
businesses on board may be difficult;
Mandatory membership results in high if not unrealistic accountability to owners and
strong governance model;

Memberships
Advantages
-

Memberships are extra-ordinary but generally result in minimal revenue;
If memberships are collected by the Chamber then returned to the Association reinforces the
importance of tourism;
Businesses that become members demonstrate strong support for tourism

Disadvantages
-

Only provide a small percentage of overall revenue;
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-

May result in the Association pursuing initiatives specific to member benefit and
marginally important overall – balancing priorities;
Resources needed to keep members informed and engaged

Earned Revenue
Earned revenue usually comes in the form of a central reservation system, retail sales, parking fees,
or fund raising events.
Advantages
-

It generally makes up a small percentage of overall revenue but like memberships symbolic
of support and independence;
Revenue from a central reservation system may be greater than some other sources but
also requires resources to set up;

Disadvantages
-

Trying to earn revenue can take up important resources from other marketing initiatives;
Generally only represents a small portion of overall revenue

Benchmarking of DMOs across Canada
The next is especially useful because it provides a benchmarking frame for DMOs large and small.
The data is based on a survey of twenty-two DMOs across Canada in 2009. Presented in Tables 22
to 29 provide strong context for where DMOs should be and even at various stages, that is, small
DMOs versus large DMOs. There was no particular distinction among DMOs by province.
DMO Best Practices and Benchmarking Study 2009 – Commissioned by Tourism Vancouver
Table 12: Funding Profile of DMOs
Item
Hotel levies
Public Grants/Support
Member Fees etc.

National average
41%
33%
26%

$10M and Larger
76%
6%
19%

$2M and Smaller
21%
58%
20%

The relationship among the three types of funding and size of DMO is fairly clear in Table 12 – smaller
groups need more public funding and as it grows it moves to bed tax support as the most stable form
of support. Other earned revenue remains at about 20% throughout growth. It is also noted that
reliance public funding is especially important while the organization is being set up and launched.
Personnel composition of DMOs (Table 13) does not vary considerably by size and of DMO excepting
the FTE variable, being a direct function of size of the DMO. Otherwise the size of the Board and
Directors and the percent of hotel association representation on the Board of Directors are
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consistent. Of note should be the percent of industry representatives on the Board. It is 25% for
large and 19% for small DMOs. This supports other data that report that smaller DMOs rely more
heavily on public funding, and less on industry. As the DMOs grows this relationship tends to reverse
such that the majority of funding comes from bed tax levies (industry) and less from public sources.
Table 13: Board Make-Up of DMOs
Item
FTE
Board Members
% of Board – Hotel Industry

National average
22
15
26%

$10M and Larger
55
19
25%

$2M and Smaller
5
15
19%

Budget allocation of large and small DMOs does not vary considerably as seen in Table 14. The
three areas of divergence are Personnel (30% for large and 45% for small) followed by Consumer
Marketing (34% for large and 16% for small) and Meetings and Conventions (16% for large and
8% for small).
Table 14: The overall Budget Allocation
Item as Expense Share of
Total Budget
General Administration
Personnel
Travel Trade *
Meetings and Convention
Consumer Marketing
Media and Communication
Visitor Centre Operations
Market Research
Placed in Reserve

National average

$10M and Larger $2M and Smaller

9%
37%
6%
11%
24%
3%
3%
1%
6%

10%
30%
8%
16%
34%
4%
1%
1%
10%

10%
45%
3%
8%
16%
1%
5%
1%
2%

*Travel trade includes expenses associated with marketing to tour operators and travel agencies.
Larger DMOs tend to spend more on this expense than smaller and not surprising given a smaller
critical mass of tourism industry in smaller communities.
Table 15: Geographic allocation of total sales and marketing budget
Geographic Region
Provincial domestic
Canada domestic
US market
International overseas

National Average
31%
35%
21%
13%

$10M and Larger
16%
21%
38%
26%

$2M and Smaller
40%
47%
10%
7%

Table 5 shows similarities and difference in geographic allocation of sales and marketing budgets.
Large DMOs spend more on international and US markets than small DMOs. According to
research, small DMOs tend to focus, more than 80% of funding, on regional and domestic markets.
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Table 16: Consumer Marketing Channels
Channel Allocation
Direct Mail
Print Advertising
Television advertising
Web advertising
Cooperative marketing

National average
9%
46%
6%
20%
21%

$10M and Larger
2%
48%
8%
30%
24%

$2M and Smaller
14%
42%
5%
5%
25%

Table 16 shows that smaller DMOs tend to spend more direct mail and less on web advertising
than the average while print, television and cooperative initiatives are relatively similar to the
national average.

Table 17: Visitor Centre Operations
Item
Visitor centers
Percent spent on Staff

National average
2
80%

$10M and larger
1
61%

$2M and smaller
2
97%

Table 17 demonstrates that small DMOs actually have more information centres than large DMOs
and further the proportion spent on staffing is considerably higher for smaller DMOs. This may
reflect a real or perceived lack of marketing options for small DMOs or to try and achieve a higher
level of exposure.
Table 18: Sources of Industry Revenue
Item

National average

$10M and Larger

$2M and Smaller

New customer
contacts added each
year * Hotel
Average
Room Revenue
(millions)
Source
of Room
Revenue
(Domestic)
Sources
of Room
Revenue
(Foreign)
By
Travel Trade

8390

10,656

343

$265

$846

$47

64%

46%

92%

36%

54%

8%

15%

20%

7%

By Meetings
and Convention
By
Independent
Travellers

28%

28%

34%

57%

52%

59%

*Note the $5M to $10M sized DMO generates 18671 annually
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Table 18 present data regarding sources of industry revenue. The first two rows show a difference
of magnitude of large and small DMOs with respect to number of new contacts and actual hotel
receipts. The remaining rows show proportion of revenue by different sources and what stands
out most is the difference in large and small DMOs in revenue garnered from international and
domestic markets. It is clear that large DMOs acquire considerably more proportional revenue
from international markets and perhaps most important is that small DMOs garner about 92% of
revenue from domestic sources.
When interpreting Table 8 data for ANRTA caution should be used as it is likely that ANRTA even
as a smaller DMO generates more than 8% of its revenue from all foreign sources.
Table 19: Benchmarking and Overall Efficiency
Item
Org Funding per
Available ($)
Room
Org Expense per
Available ($)
Room
Average Room
Revenue per dollar
Org Expense
Average
Hotel
Revenue per FTE
Avg.
Sales/Marketing
per Available
Room
Avg.
Room Revenue
per Sales/Marketing
Exp
Avg. Room Revenue
by Travel Trade
Dollar
Avg. Room Revenue
by Meet/Conv. Dollar
Avg. Room Revenue
by Consumer Market
Dollar
Avg. Room Revenue
by Dom. Market
Dollar
Avg. Room Revenue
by Int. Market Dollar

National average
$992

$10M and Larger
$844

$2M and Smaller
$893

$977

$824

$881

$44

$44

$46

$10

$16

$9

$417

$545

$357

$91

$81

$101

$118

$219

$117

$101

$80

$82

$179

$180

$124

$135

$194

$91

$81

$76

$75

Table 19 presents benchmarking data pertaining to the efficiency of its targeted spending. Table 19 is
more useful as a guideline for future accountability and benchmarking.
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Part Three – Organizational Structure
The number of DMOs has increased substantially largely due to increased reliance on a bedtax or the Destination Marketing Fee (DMF). This has led hotel associations to become more
vigilant about how DMOs operate and ensure the transparency of the DMO. Subsequently the
focus on organizational structure is driven by a desire to have DMOs demonstrate transparency
and accountability in a systemic manner, i.e. through their most basic operations. Research in this
area is clear that there is no one most appropriate type of governance model, by-law, and type of
organizational structure. Each area and DMO has its own unique situation and response.
Recent research carried out by Western Management Consultants for the AHLA reports that
there are several types of governance models for DMOs in Alberta. The models range from a
dependent structure and no structure to independent structure and finally two types of corporate
structures. The governance model that appears to best suit ANRTA is the Community Corporate
Model. This currently used by Jasper positions the DMO as a not-for-profit organization that brings
together industry and related groups. It is simple yet flexible and likely a good fit for ANRTA.
The AHLA stresses the need to have a strong business case for the development of a DMO.
This is relevant to ANRTA given it is in early stages of development. The AHLA states a business
case should address the following questions:
-

-

-

-

Do you have a strong local hotel group
Role of DMO – Calgary Example
with engaged members?
As the destination marketing
Is your community a tourism destination?
organization for Calgary, our role is
Do you have enough local room nights to
to develop a unified strategic
generate the amount of revenue needed
direction for Calgary’s tourism
to mount a meaningful marketing
community, partner with our
campaign?
community and tourism
What are your goals and objectives?
stakeholders to develop effective
How will you define and measure success?
sales and marketing opportunities
What percentage of the DMF will be spent
for collaborative marketing, provide
on administration based on the size and
skills and knowledge for the local
structure of the DMF collector and/or DMO?
tourism industry, and advocate with
Do you have a DMO that has the capacity
and for our tourism community.
to develop and implement a marketing
plan?
How will you hold the DMO accountable?
Who will be responsible for the management of the funds that are collected?

Some of the above questions have been previously addressed others need to be addressed with
ANRTA Board and in some cases be incorporated into by-laws.
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Background to the Organizational Structure
Governance of Structures – Western Management Consultants (2010)
-

-

-

In Alberta there are a variety of governance structure including:
Dependent Structure – committees of the Hotel and Lodging Association and may be
referred to as a Board but it is the structure of the H&LA;
No Formal Structure – (Edmonton) and though there’s no formal structure the DMO acts as
an organization to serve the DMF group otherwise they act as a typical DMO in marketing
activities;
Independent Structures – Some DMF’s are organized separate from the H&LA (Canmore);
Community Corporate Structure – (Jasper) in this case it is a NFP that brings together
many industry and related groups; and
Private Corporate Structure – This is a group within a private corporate such as the
Canalta Hotel Group that has a Board, By-Laws, etc. but funds are collected and
distributed by a structure in the corporation.
Trustee Agreements vary greatly but they are between the Trustee (AHLA) and the DMF
or between the Trustee, the DMF and the DMO. Most agreements state that funds need
to be dedicated to marketing but others such as Canmore differ (10% dedicated to
lobbying).

The AHLA presents transparency as role clarification, that is, the role of each member along the
chain needs to be clearly defined. For instance, funds are collected by a ‘collector’ (usually AHLA)
and is the collector also the creator and implementer of marketing plans or are the monies passed
on to the DMO? If it’s the latter than mechanisms for accountability need to be put in place to make
sure that the DMO is accountable to the collector.
Addressing key questions and adding the resulting mechanisms into the by-laws assure
accountability. The DMF Collectors organizing documents should include:
-

Who qualifies for membership in the DMF Collector
How the Board of the DMF Collector is constituted who is eligible to serve on the Board
and length of terms for board members;
The process by which the percentage to be collected as DMF is determined;
How meetings are called;
Powers and duties of the Board, remuneration, if any;
Appointment of auditors, and
What will happen in the event of dissolution?

DMF Rates as of 2010 (some may have increased since this time):
Lethbridge 2%, Banff 2% (on hotels, business license fee forgiven), Canmore 3%, Calgary 1%,
Medicine Hat 2%, Camrose 1%, Edmonton 1%, Jasper 2% of sales (hotels, attractions, services)
Operations and Administration – Contracting of Marketing
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The DMF generally does not have any staff. Most contract their marketing work, using DMF funds
to the DMO. This is not the case for all, some have their own staff but they are few. The marketing
contractors for various DMF organizations vary greatly.
DMF Rates – Research shows that tax burden of 12% to 15% is bearable. In Alberta we have 4%
Hotel Levy, 5% GST and then room for up to 3% DMF.

Conclusion
The report presented a frame for understanding DMO funding and organizational
structures and related governance. There are clear patterns related to funding sources of small
and large DMOs and those starting out versus more mature DMOs. There are also clear patterns
of activity and expenditure related to large and small DMOs. This data coupled with best practice
related to DMO governance and administration result in a solid frame for DMO planning and
operations.

Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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APPENDIX B: Tourism Asset Inventory

Jasper Brewing Company
Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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Legend
* Denotes Tourism Assets overlapping with more than one sub-region
(d) Denotes a Day-use Only Facility Attraction
(o) Denotes an Amenity With Overnight Facilities

Alberta Parks
The vast majority of 28 provincial parks in the region provide front country campgrounds,
lake access for fishing and boating, trails for mountain biking, hiking and cross country
skiing, and day use areas with picnic sites, shelters, and washrooms. Backcountry
wilderness experiences abound in the provincial park system. Popular activities include
back packing, wildlife viewing, horseback excursions, and even hunting and outfitting in
Wildland areas. The visitor center at Kelley’s Bathtub in Switzer Park is the key tourism
center for providing public information on local parks and attractions through maps,
exhibits and brochures. The center operates from May to September each year. For more
information contact www.albertaparks.ca
28 provincial parks in the Alberta Northern Rockies:
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Kakwa Wildland
Willmore Wilderness Park
Pierre Grey’s Lakes Provincial Park
Rock Lake Provincial Park
Rock Lake Solomon Creek Wildland
William A. Switzer Provincial Park
Whitehorse Wildland
Obed Lake Provincial Park
Sundance Provincial Park
Brazeau Canyon Wildland
Sheep Creek Provincial Recreation
Area (PRA)
Smoky River South PRA
Sulphur Gates PRA
Big Berland PRA

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Wildhay River Group Use Area
Wildhorse Lake PRA
Watson Creek PRA
Whitehorse Creek PRA
Fairfax Lake PRA
Pembina Forks PRA
Lovett River PRA
McLeod River PRA
Weald Group Use Area
Fickle Lake PRA
Hornbeck Creek PRA
Little Sundance Creek PRA
Wildhay Glacial Cascades Natural
Area
Pinto Creek Canyon Natural Area
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Edson
Attractions, Activities & Tours
Outdoor, Nature, & Adventure
 Outdoor activities hunting ATVing,
boating, snowmobiling, birding, hiking,
biking, paddling, x-country skiing, ice
fishing
 20+ fishing locations
 Wildlife viewing
 Silver Summit Trail System* (d)
Sport & Recreation
 Talisman Leisure Centre – hockey
/skating twin rinks, swimming pool and
waterslide
 Edson Recreation Complex – curling
 Vision Park – 24 ball diamonds
 Edson Golf Club








Thebacha Helicopters Ltd.
Hornbeck Cross-Country Forest
Recreation Area* (d)
Bear Lake* (o)
Willmore Park (o)
Silver Summit Ski Area* (o)
Foothills Air Flying Tours





Rotary Skate Park
Edson Kinsmen Spray Park
Recreational Parks i.e. Glenwood Park,
Kinsmen Park Centennial Park



Edson Theatre

Events & Festivals
 Various sporting events i.e. running,
hockey, and golf
 Edson Kinsmen Slo-Pitch Tournament
‘Largest in the world’
 Rodeos
 Hillbilly Demolition Derby & Mudbog
 Taste of Edson
 Sidewalk Jamboree Summer Festival
 Kinsmen Soapbox Derby










Eddie’s Big Run
Road Hockey Rumble
Culture Days
Aboriginal Day
Aboriginal Art Show
Community Events
Bazaars
Arts & Crafts Events

Food Highlights
 32 Restaurants



Farmers Market

Accommodation
 20+ hotels, motels & inns
 3 RV parks within 15km and 1 more RV
park within 55km



16 campgrounds within 50km and 8
more campgrounds within 77km

Culture, Arts, & Heritage
 Galloway Station Museum
 Red Brick Art Centre & Museum
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Access & Infrastructure
 Edson Airport
 VIA Rail
 Highway 16 “Edmonton to Jasper”
 Regional bus services – Greyhound,
Sundogs






Edson Taxi
Network of walking and biking trails
Willmore Park Trail System- 12.75km
Silver Summit Trail System – 100km
between Edson and Whitecourt

Visitor Information Services
 Galloway Station Museum and Travel
Centre
 Online material – www.edson.ca
 Printed visitor guide for Edson and Area



Various online websites ie TripAdvisor,
Urbanspoon, Travel Alberta
Various printed brochures, pamphlets,
maps and trail guides



Kinsmen Soapbox Derby – Photo Credit Town of Edson
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Grande Cache
Attractions, Activities & Tours
Outdoor, Nature, & Adventure
 Outdoor activities ATV riding, horseback
riding, boating snowmobiling, hiking,
backpacking, biking, paddling, x-country
skiing, ice fishing tobogganing
 10+ fishing locations nearby
 Sulphur Gates (o)
 Grande Cache Labyrinth Park(d)
 Gateway to Willmore Wilderness Park
 Muskeg Falls (d)
 Pierre Grey’s Lakes Provincial Park (o)
 Edco Hill (d)
 Grande Cache Lake (d)
 Mason Creek (d)
 Smokey River South (o)
 Trail Riding (o)

Sports & Recreation
 Grande Cache Golf and Country Club
 Grande Cache Recreation Centre
 Various sporting facilities ie baseball
diamonds, soccer fields, curling,
hockey/skating, BMX park
 Trail Riding
 Cross-country Skiing
 Ice Fishing
Culture, Arts, & Heritage
 Aboriginal history
 Dinosaur tracks
 Historical Driving Tour
 Susa Creek graveyard and spirit houses
 Pierre Grey Trading Post





















Knuckle-Gnasher- Gully (d)
Eaton Falls (d)
Twin Falls (d)
Muskeg falls (d)
Griffith Trail (d)
Beaverdam Road- Grande Mountain
Trail (d)
Sulphur Rim Trail (d)
Lakes Trail (d)
Cowlick Creek (o)
Riding Clubs
Birds Eye View Interpretive Park
Passport to the Peaks Hiking Program
Taste of Wilderness Tours*
Wild Blue Yonder White Water Rafting
U Bar Ranch and Reining Horses
Alberta Rockies Adventures
Willmore Wilderness Park
High County Vacations




Various recreational parks ie Hamel
Park, Stearn Park, Lions Park, and JAG
Memorial Park
Central Park
Mt. Hamel Park






Muskeg River Graveyard
Mountain Métis
Aseniwuche Winewak Nation (AWN)
Esson Gale Art Gallery
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Events & Festivals
 Canadian Death Race / Deathfest
 Grande Cache Farmers Market
Food Highlights
 Restaurants
Accommodation
 Hotels, motels and inns
 B&Bs and guesthouses
Access & Infrastructure
 Highway 40 ‘Scenic Route to Alaska’
 Community Bus Service
 Hidden Gem Taxi

Visitor Information Services
 Grande Cache Tourism and Interpretive
Centre Online material –
www.grandecache.ca
 Various online websites i.e. Trip Advisor,
Urbanspoon, Travel Alberta
 Willmore Wilderness Foundation




Community Events
Sporting tournaments ie baseball,
hockey, running



Farmers Market



Grande Cache Municipal Campground









Willmore Wilderness Trails – 4600km
Canadian Death Race Trail – 125km
Pierre Grey’s Lakes Trails – 48km
21 Mountain peak trails
Sulphur Rim Trail – 7km
Griffith Trail – 10km
Smokey River





Grande cache Chamber of Commerce
Printed Visitor Guide for Grande Cache
Various printed brochures, pamphlets,
maps and trail guides
Grande Cache Area Trails and
Adventure Map



Grande Cache Tourism and Interpretive Centre -Photo credit: Planvision Consulting Ltd.
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Hinton
Attractions, Activities & Tours
Outdoor, Nature, & Adventure
 Outdoor activities hunting, ATV riding,
boating, snowmobiling, birding, hiking,
backpacking, biking, paddling, xcountry skiing, ice fishing
 Athabasca Lookout & Nordic Centre*
(d)
 Athabasca Ranch Trails* (o)
 William A. Switzer Provincial Park* (d)
 Beaver Boardwalk ‘The Canada’s
Longest Freshwater Boardwalk’
 Mountain bike mecca
 Hinton Bike Park
 Natural Resources Interpretive Park
 Hinton Training Centre Interpretive
Trail including glacial erratic
 Thompson Lake Lookout (d)
 Jack’s Trail System (d)
 Happy Creek Trail System
 Canyon Creek Trail (d)
 Bighorn Trail* (o)
 Air Jasper*
Sports & Recreation
 Hinton Golf Club aka ‘The Enchanted
Forest’
 Various recreational parks ie Mary
Reimer Regional Park, Gordon Moore
Memorial Park, Lions Park
 Sporting facilities ie hockey/skating,
curling, football, baseball,
skateboarding, tennis, track and field,
swimming
Culture, Arts, & Heritage
 Alberta Forest Service Museum
 Hinton Historical Interpretive Centre



















Rocky Mountain Fishing Adventures
Alternative Adventures Zipline Tours
Black Cat Guest Ranch*
Danny Berry Tours
Entrance Ranch
Hinton Nordic Skiers
Horseback Adventures Ltd.*
Larry’s Riding Stables*
Mountain Country Outfitters
Old Entrance Trail Rides*
Rocky Mountain Escape
Timberwolf Tours*
William A. Switzer Provincial Park
Tours
Wolfland Tours
High Country Helicopter Tours
Peregrine Helicopters
R.D. Zuger Outfitting & Trailrides*





The Perfect Game
Dr. Duncan Murray Recreation Centre
Hinton Luge Association Tours




Hinton Historical Society Tours
The Guild
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Sports & Recreation
 Hinton Golf Club aka ‘The Enchanted
Forest’
 Various recreational parks ie Mary
Reimer Regional Park, Gordon Moore
Memorial Park, Lions Park

Culture, Arts, & Heritage
 Alberta Forest Service Museum
 Hinton Historical Interpretive Centre

Events & Festivals
 Winter Magic Festival
 Föhn Festival
 Wild Mountain Music Festival
 Yellowhead Regional Arts Festival
 Nordic Ski & Biathlon Races






Sporting facilities ie hockey/skating,
curling, football, baseball, skateboarding,
tennis, track and field, swimming
The Perfect Game
Dr. Duncan Murray Recreation Centre
Hinton Luge Association Tours




Hinton Historical Society Tours
The Guild







Rocky Mountain Son Fest
Beaver Bike Festival
Various sporting events ie running,
biking, hockey, golf
Community Events
Mary Reimer Rodeo

Food Highlights
 31 restaurants



Farmers Market

Accommodation
 19+ hotels, motels and inns
 19+ B&Bs and guesthouses
 5 RV parks within 15km




18 campgrounds within 50km
11 additional campgrounds within
123km
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Access & Infrastructure (including trails)
 Jasper-Hinton Airport*
 Regional bus services – Greyhound, Sundogs
 Hinton Transit
 Mountain Express Taxi
 Golden Cabs
 Highway 16 ‘Yellowhead Highway’
 Beaver Boardwalk – 3km
 Happy Creek Trail System 26km
 Jack’s Trail System – 10km









Visitor Information Services
 Hinton Visitor Information Centre
 Online material – www.hinton.ca
 Various online websites ie TripAdvisor,
Urbanspoon, Travel Alberta





Hinton Nordic Centre Trail
System – 35km
Athabasca Ranch Trails – 10km
Canyon Creek Trail – 3km
Bighorn Trail – 22km
Cache Percotte Forest Trails –
1.5km each
Hinton Training Centre
Interpretive Trail – 1.5k
Switzer Park Trails – over 50
km
TransCanada Ecotours:
Northern Rockies Highway
Guide
with smartphone App
Various printed brochures,
pamphlets, maps and trail
guides

Beaver Boardwalk - Photo credit: Planvision Consulting Ltd.
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Jasper
Attractions, Activities & Tours
Outdoor, Nature, & Adventure
 National Park
 Nature based activities hiking, biking,
backpacking, paddling, x-country skiing,
backcountry skiing, climbing,
mountaineering, caving…
 Marmot Basin Ski Resort
 Dog Sledding (d/o)
 Worlds 2nd Largest Dark Sky Preserve
 Palisades Stewardship Education
Centre
 Interpretive Programs
 Mount Robson (o)
 Jasper Sky Tram
 Glacier Skywalk
 Columbia Icefield (d/o)
 Athabasca Falls (d)
 Sunwapta Falls (d)
 Maligne Lake – Spirit Island (d/o)
 Maligne Canyon (d)
 Pyramid and Patricia Lakes (d)
 Bald Hills (d)
 Opal Hills (d)
 Snake Indian (d)
 Geraldine Lakes (d)
 Jasper Discovery Trail (d)
 Lac Beauvert (d)
 Old Fort Point Trail (d)
 Valley of the Five Lakes (d)
 Whistler’s Mountain (d)
 Path of the Glacier Trail (d)
 Wilcox Pass (d)































Parkers Ridge (d)
Jacques Lake (d/o)
Saturday Night Lake Loop (d/o)
Skyline Trail (d/o)
Scuba Diving
Rockin’ K Stables
Jasper Rafting
Jasper Adventure Centre
Jasper Raft Tours
Jasper Tour Company
Sun Dog Tours
Jasper Riding Stables
Maligne Lake Cruise
Jasper Dive Adventures
Rocky Mountain Holidays
Brewsters
Walks and Talks Jasper
Rockaboo Mountain Adventures
Jasper Whitewater Rafting Company
Ltd.
Maligne Adventures
Timberwolf Tours*
Walks and Talks Jasper
Jasper Adventure Camp
Maligne Rafting Adventures
Rocky Mountain River Guides
Cold Fire Creek Dogsledding
Raven Adventures Ltd.
Yamnuska Mountain Adventures
Jasper Motorcycle Tours
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Access & Infrastructure
Sports & Recreation
 The Fairmont Jasper Park Golf Club
 Jasper Fitness and Aquatic Centre
 Sport camps
 Jasper Arena
 Jasper Activity Centre
Culture, Arts, & Heritage
 Aboriginal culture
 Jasper-Yellowhead Museum
 Mount Galleries
 Two Brothers Totem Pole
Events & Festivals
 Tour of Alberta
 Wine in Winter Wine
 Artists Guild
 Children’s Festival
 Artists on Rails
 Spring Run Off
 Aloha Cup
 Kokanee Freeride
 Rotary Club Lobster Fest
 Banff Relay
 Community in Bloom
 National Aboriginal Festival
 Canada Day








Centennial Park
Skate park
Tennis courts
Off-leash park
Mountain Wellness Spa
The Spa at the Fairmount





Historical tours
The Den Wildlife Museum
Chaba Theatre














Parks Day
Take a Hike
Heritage Folk Festival
Jasper Rodeo
Artists in the Pines
Freewheel Biathlon
Root Romp
Jasper Motorcycle Run
Culture Days
Jasper Dark Sky Festival
Various sporting competitions ie skiing,
running, cycling
Jasper in January



Farmers Market

Food Highlights



80+ restaurants
Jasper Brewing Company
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Accommodation
 20+ resorts, hotels, motels and inns
 100+ B&Bs and guesthouses
 6 hostels
 4 wilderness hostels
 5 RV parks in the National Park within
50km of the townsite
o 4 more RV parks in the National
Park within 110km
Access & Infrastructure
 Jasper-Hinton Airport (noncommercial airstrip used for forestry
and helicopter tours.)*
 Rocky Mountaineer (seasonal)
 VIA Rail
 Mountain Express Taxi and Limousine
 Caribou Cabs
 Jasper Taxi
 Highway 93N ‘Icefields Parkway’
 Highway 16 ‘Yellowhead Highway”

Visitor Information Services
 Jasper Information Centre National
Historic Site
 Columbia Icefield Interpretive Centre
 Online material – www.jasper.travel
and www.pc.gc.ca




















7 campgrounds in the national park
within 50km of the town site
o 4 more campgrounds in the
National Park within 110km of
the town site
2 backcountry lodges
4 backcountry huts and cabins
Backcountry camping

Regional bus services – Greyhound,
Sundogs, Brewsters
Shuttle buses
Carriage rides
Athabasca River
Over 1000km of trails
300km of x-country trails
Connected with the Willmore
Wilderness Park Trail System
Connected with the Banff National Park
Trail System
Various online websites ie Trip Advisor,
Urbanspoon, Travel Alberta, A Taste of
Jasper
Printed Visitor guide for Jasper
Various printed brochures, pamphlets,
maps and trail guide
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Willmore Wilderness Park
Attractions, Activities & Tours
Outdoor, Nature, & Adventure
 Wilderness Park (o)
 Outdoor activities fishing, hunting, trapping,
horse riding, hiking, birding, biking, paddling,
ski-touring, backcountry skiing,
mountaineering
 Abundance of wildlife for viewing including
moose, elk, bighorn sheep, deer, caribou,
wolves, coyotes, wolverine, cougar, lynx,
black bear, grizzly bear
Culture, Arts, & Heritage
 Aboriginal culture
 Mountain Métis
 Historic fur trade and trapping culture

Accommodation
 Outfitter camps










Historical outfitter and trapping
trails
Willmore Wilderness
Preservation and Historical
Foundation




Ranger cabins
Random backcountry camping

Access & Infrastructure

 Willmore Wilderness Trails – 750+km
 *4 Main Staging Areas: Sulphur Gates, Cowlick

Creek, Rock Lake, and Berland River

Visitor Information Services
 Grande Cache Tourism and Interpretive
Centre
 Visitor Centre at Switzer Park
 www.albertarockiesadventures.com
 www.willmorewilderness.ca
 www.albertaparks.ca

Massive expanse of wild open
space
Alberta Rockies Adventures*
Horseback Adventures Ltd.
Taste of Wilderness Tours*
High Country Vacations*
R.D. Zuger Outfitting & Trailrides*




Connects to Jasper National Park
Trail System
Connects to Kakwa
Interprovincial Park Trail System
Smokey River
Various websites ie TripAdvisor,
Urbanspoon, Travel Alberta
Various printed brochures,
pamphlets, maps and trail guides
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Yellowhead County
Attractions, Activities & Tours
Outdoor, Nature, & Adventure
 Outdoor activities hunting, fishing,
ATVing, boating, snowmobiling, birding,
hiking, backpacking, biking, paddling, xcountry skiing, ice fishing, climbing
 Trails that link to The Golden Triangle
Trail System (d)
 Various parks, lakes and rivers
 Provincial Recreation Areas i.e. Big
Berland* (o)
 Whitehorse Wildland Park (o)
 Rock Lake* Solomon Creek Wildland
Park (o)
 Sundance, Obed Lake and Pembina
Provincial Parks (o)
 William A. Switzer Provincial Park* (o)
 An abundance of wildlife
 Silver Summit Ski Area* (o)
 Silver Summit Trail System (d)
 Athabasca Lookout & Nordic Centre*
(d)
 Athabasca Ranch Trails* (o)
 Hornbeck Cross-Country Forest
Recreation Area* (d)
 Cadomin Cave closed (d)
 Hoodoos – Wild Sculpture Trail (d)
 Bighorn Trail* (o)
 Ogre Canyon (d)
 Bear Lake* (o)





















Brule Sand Dunes (d)
Brule Mine (d)
Wildhorse Lakes Trail (o)
Pine Management Trails (d)
Cardinal Divide Trail (d)
Emerson Lakes Trails (d)
Folding Mountain Trail (d)
Gregg Lake Campground Trails (d)
Gregg Cabin Recreation Area (o)
McLeod River Silviculture Interpretive
Trail (d)
Horseback Adventures Ltd.*
Old Entrance Trailrides*
Black Cat Guest Ranch *
Larry’s Riding Stables*
Entrance Ranch*
Brule Trail Rides
Alberta Rockies Adventures*
15 Campgrounds within the Hinton
Forest Management Area (FRMA)
20+ BNBs and Guesthouses
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Access & Infrastructure
Sports & Recreation
 Pembina Valley Golf Course
 Wildwood Recreation Centre




Robb Multiplex
Various recreational parks, sporting
facilities, halls, and legions

Culture, Arts, & Heritage
 Places of Interest List (POIL)=124 sites
 Historic ranches
 Ghost towns
 Coal Branch Railway
 Mountain Park
 Rosevear Ferry






St. George Russian Orthodox Church &
Cemetery (Wildwood)
Métis Cemetery (William A. Switzer
Provincial Park)
Shand’s Cabin (Old Entrance) (d)
Tipple Park Museum






Pembina River Nights
Rodeos
Wildwood Agricultural Fair
Community Events



Farmers Markets (in many of the
hamlets)

Events & Festivals
 Peers Gold Dust Daze
 Annual Farmers Day Festival
 Rangeton Folk Festival
 Chip Lake Music Festival



Food Highlights


Numerous restaurants

Yellowhead Country Tourism Map
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Accommodation
 4 Provincial Park Campgrounds
 7 County campgrounds




Visitor Information Services
 Galloway Station Museum & Travel
Centre (Edson)*
 Hinton Visitor Information Centre*
 Kelly’s Bathtub Visitor Centre
(William A. Switzer Provincial Park)
Wildwood Public Library







15 campgrounds within the Hinton Forest
Management Area (FRMA)
20+ B&Bs and guesthouses
Tipple Park Museum & Tourist Centre
(Evansburg)
Online material –
www.yellowheadcounty.ab.ca
Various online websites i.e. Trip Advisor,
Urban spoon, Travel Alberta
Printed visitor guide for West Yellowhead
Various printed brochures, pamphlets,
maps and trail guides

Additional Alberta Northern Rockies Attractions
Erith Lumber Company
Old Vitaly Pit
McLeod Collieries
Yellowhead Fire Tower
Beacon Mines
Sterling Collieries Mine
Adit Mine
Lovett Fire Tower
Cardinal River Coals Mine
Luscar Fire Lookout
Rock Lake Fire Lookout
Moberly Lookout Tower
Adams' Fire Lookout
Wildhay Hall
Dead Dog Look Out
Devil's Point Look Out
Viewpoint - Hinton Nordic Centre
Edson Rail Car
Lockheed T33 Jet
Hinton Forestry Trail
Hinton Mountain Bike Trails
Hinton Natural Resources Park
Greg River

Luscar Coal Mining Interpretive Site
Cadomin
Cadomin Caves
White Horse Creek Recreation Area
McLeod River Silviculture Trail
Anderson Creek Interpretive Sign
Brule Lake/David Thompson Outlook
Brule Mines Ruins
William A. Switzer Prov. Park
Willmore Wilderness Park
Old Lower Road (to Grande Cache)
Caribou Habitat Experiment
Berland River
Muskeg River Grave Yard
Grande Cache Lake
Grande Cache Tourism Centre
Moberly Cemetery
Overlander Rest Stop
Jasper Park Gate
Fiddle River
Ashlar Ridge
Roche Miette and Disaster Point
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Jasper House 11 National Historic
Site
Talbot Lake Picnic Site
Jasper Lake
Cold Sulphur Spring and Sheep
Snaring River Bridge
Henry House Flats
Palisades Stewardship Education
Centre
Moberly Homestead and Metis
Exodus
Palisades Picnic site
Maligne River
The Skyline Trail
Athabasca Panorama
Maligne Canyon and Trail System
Maligne Lake Viewpoint
Rosemary's Rock
Maligne Lake
Old Fort Point
Jasper Information Centre
Discovery Trail
Jasper Yellowhead Museum
Pyramid Lake Road
Church of St. Mary and St. George
Miette River Bridge
Miette River Lookout
Yellowhead Pass National Historic
Site
Internment Camp Memorial Historic
Site
Lucern
Fraser Crossing
Moose Lake and Mountain Pine
Beetle
Whistlers
Athabasca River Bridge
Athabasca Pass via Whirlpool River
Prairie de la Vache
Whirlpool Valley Viewpoint

Athabasca Falls
Mystery Trees
Athabasca, Whirlpool Picnic Site
Mt. Edith Cavell
Marmot Basin
Mt. Fryatt Viewpoint
Mt. Christie Viewpoint
Bubbling Springs
Poboktan Creek
Jonas Rockslide
Beauty Creek and Flats
Stutfield Glacier Viewpoint
Tangle Falls
Sunwapta Canyon Viewpoint
Parker Ridge Trail
The Shooting Gallery
Wilcox Pass
Sunwapta Pass
Nigel Creek:Collies View
North Saskatchewan Valley
The Big Bend
Weeping Wall
Graveyard Flats
Mt. Amery, Mt. Saskatchewan
Viewpoint
Rampart Ponds
Glacier Lake Trail
Saskatchewan Crossing/Howse Pass
Tephra: Fingerprints of a Volcano
Mistahaya Canyon/Howse Pass
Lower Waterfowl Lake
Upper Waterfowl Lake
Peyto Glacier Viewpoint
Bow Summit Pass/Peyto Lake
Subalpine Meadow
Num-Ti-Jah Lodge and Bow Lake
Crowfoot Glacier Viewpoint
Hector Lake
Mt. Hector
Herbert Lake
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APPENDIX C: POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES

Winter slight ride
Photo credit: Tourism Jasper
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The following section provides information about potential funding grants and sources for
the ANRTA and / or its members to pursue. These have yet to be fully investigated for
relevancy however given competitive times with DMOs it is important to explore all
potential options to identify programs that may support operating and sustainability
initiatives. Table 20 starts with grants within the province of Alberta and finishes with
federal programs. It is important to note that the information in this table is subject to
change on a regular basis and grants must be reviewed on a regular basis to become aware
of changing applications guidelines or deadlines.
Table 20: Potential Grant Funding Sources
Provincial Funding Sources
Fund
Contact Information

Description

Alberta Lottery
Fund

www.albertalotteryf
und.ca

Each year thousands of non-profit/volunteer
organizations in Alberta require funding for a
variety of projects and initiatives. Some
funding is available to these organizations
through various lottery-funded grant
programs. The Ministry of Culture oversees
funding for the following granting programs
and foundations:
 Community Facility Enhancement
Program (CFEP)
 Community Initiatives Program (CIP)
 Other Initiatives Program (OIP)
 Alberta Foundation for the Arts (AFA)
 Alberta Historical Resources
Foundation (AHRA)
 Human Rights Education and
Multiculturalism Fund (HREMF)

Community
Facility
Enhancement
Program (CFEP)

http://culture.albert
a.ca/community/co
mmunitygrants/communityfacilityenhancementprogram/

$125,000 matching to develop or enhance
community facilities.
Matching = cash and donations (labour,
equipment, etc).
Not to be used for core essential municipal
buildings.

Rural Alberta
Contact: 780-4229578
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Community
Initiatives
Program (CIP) /
Community
Facility
Enhancement
Program

angela.schreiner@go
v.ab.ca
http://culture.albert
a.ca/cip
lori.campbell@gov.a
b.ca

The Community Initiatives Program (CIP)
funds initiatives that enhance and enrich
communities throughout Alberta. The
program: Reinvests revenues generated from
provincial lotteries to communities, Empowers
local citizens and community organizations to
work together, and responds to local needs.





Other Initiatives
Program (OIP)

Agriculture
Opportunity Fund

Core operations
Program operations
Training
Strategic planning

Up to $75,000 available.
http://culture.albert The Other Initiatives Program supports
a.ca/community/co
projects that cannot be funded under other
mmunityCommunity Grants. Support may also be
grants/otherprovided to national and international projects,
initiatives-program/ such as disaster relief initiatives.
Eligibility:
For more
Eligibility of the applicant, the project and the
information, contact amount of each grant is determined on a casethe office at:
by-case basis. The Minister of Culture and
Main line: 780-422Tourism makes final funding decisions.
9598 Dial 310-0000 Requirements:
for toll-free access in If successful, applicants are required to enter
Alberta
into a formal agreement with the Minister—
Toll-free: 1-800-642- specific terms and conditions of grants are
3855
provided once approved.
Edmonton/Capital
Each grant recipient must provide full
Region: 780-422accounting for the funds received and meet
9574 email
other accountability reporting requirements as
kristine.telenko@gov specified in the formal agreement.
.ab.ca
Apply:
Requests for funding may be submitted to the
Minister of Alberta Culture and Tourism or to
the Community Grants office.
Community Liaison Officers can provide
assistance with your funding request.
http://www1.agric.g Provides funding assistance to eligible
ov.ab.ca/$departmen organizations to enable them, through
partnership with others, to promote long-term
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t/deptdocs.nsf/all/w
ebdoc7493

Alberta Historical
Resources
Foundation
(AHRF)

http://www1.agric.g
ov.ab.ca/$Departme
nt/deptdocs.nsf/All/
csi15118
http://culture.albert
a.ca/heritage-andmuseums/foundatio
ns/albertahistorical-resourcesfoundation/

EcoAction
Community
Funding Program

http://www.ec.gc.ca
/ecoaction/

Canada-Alberta
Job Grant

http://www.albertac
anada.com/opportun
ity/employers/jobgr
ant.aspx

sustainability of the agricultural industry and
rural communities in their areas. This fund is
linked to Albert’s Rural Economic Development
Action Plan and will be ideal for agrotourism
related product development initiatives that
the ANRTA wishes to pursue.
AHRF funding assists organizations in
delivering programs and services that
document, preserve and present the province's
heritage.

Support to community-based, non-profit
organizations for projects that have
measurable, positive impacts on the
environment. The Program encourages actionfocused projects that will protect, rehabilitate
or enhance the natural environment, and build
the capacity of communities to sustain these
activities into the future.
Application deadline - November 1, 2015
Under the Canada-Alberta Job Grant,
employers will cover a minimum of one third
of direct training costs, with up to a maximum
of $10,000 in government contributions.

Telephone:
Toll-free: 1-855-6389424
Email:
jobgrant@gov.ab.ca
Federal Funding Sources
Fund
Sport Canada
Hosting Program
(HP)

Contact Information
http://canada.pch.gc
.ca/eng/141450447
4134/14145047894
78

Description
The Hosting Program (HP) is a sport funding
program and key instrument in the
Government of Canada’s overall approach to
sport development in Canada and aims to
enhance the development of sport excellence
and the international profile of sport
organizations by assisting sport organizations
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to host the Canada Games and international
sport events in Canada. These events are
expected to produce significant sport,
economic, social and cultural legacies.
The Hosting Program offers Canada a planned
and coordinated approach to realizing direct
and significant benefits from bidding and
hosting projects in the areas of sport
development, economic, social, cultural, and
community impacts, across a broad range of
government priorities. The program is
characterized by active liaison with
partners/stakeholders and a diligent
contribution system.
The New Building
Canada Fund
ProvincialTerritorial
Infrastructure
Component
Small
Communities
Fund (PTIC–SCF)

http://www.infrastr The $10-billion Provincial-Territorial
ucture.gc.ca/plan/sc- Infrastructure Component (PTIC) provides
cp-eng.html
support for projects of national, local or
regional significance. This includes the Small
Apply via Alberta
Communities Fund (PTIC–SCF) that will
Infrastructure
provide $1 billion for projects in municipalities
with fewer than 100,000 residents.
General questions
and comments on
Smaller communities will be able to build
the PTIC program
projects that deliver on local needs. Through
can be addressed to
the Small Communities Fund, our Government
Infrastructure
continues to provide dedicated funding for
Canada:
small communities, building on the successful
practices established under the 2007 Building
Email:
Canada Fund and the Infrastructure Stimulus
info@infc.gc.ca
Fund. In addition, communities can use the Gas
Telephone
Tax Fund towards a wider range of projects,
Infrastructure
including highways, disaster mitigation,
Canada: 613-948broadband, brownfield redevelopment,
1148
recreation, culture, tourism and sport.
Toll Free Number: 1- Projects funded through the PTIC–SCF must
877-250-7154
meet the following program objectives:
Mailing Address:
Economic growth;
ProvincialA clean environment; and
Territorial
Stronger communities.
Infrastructure
Component
180 Kent Street,
Suite 1100
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Ottawa, ON K1P 0B6
Discontinued Programs
Rural Alberta Development Fund (RADF)
Development Initiatives Program
Alberta Sport Connection via Alberta
Sport, Recreation, Parks and Wildlife
Foundation (ASRPWF) granting
programs
Community Adjustment Fund
Municipal Rural Infrastructure Fund

CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

CLOSED
CLOSED

The following sources are updated on a regular basis:





http://www.albertacanada.com/opportunity/employers/jobgrant.aspx
http://canada.pch.gc.ca/eng/1427741123839
http://culture.alberta.ca/tourism/programs-andservices/investment/regional/pdf/FundingSourcesGuide.pdf
http://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/plan/plan-eng.html
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APPENDIX D: Branding, Marketing & Research Outlines

Galloway Station Museum
Photo credit: Planvision Consulting
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The following are elements to be considered for development of a successful DMO
Marketing Plan. They include Branding, Marketing, Research, and Community Relations
(PR) elements as guided by global DMO best practices.
Branding Approach Check List
Note: ANRTA will start branding activities before Marketing Plan is completely developed.

Effective
Destination
Brand

Increased
visitor
spending
and
investment

Higher
quality of
place and life
for residents

Note: This is an outline for a consumer facing destination brand (Alberta Northern Rockies)
rather than the organizational brand (Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance).
 Background review of branding in the destination and vertical integration with
Travel Alberta and Canadian Tourism Commission as well as other overlapping
destination brands
 Competition analysis
 Qualitative and quantitative research leveraging affordable online platforms
o Community branding stakeholder meetings with residents, ANRTA members
and other community members
o Visitors and potential visitors locally, regionally and abroad
 Brand development (driven by primary and secondary research)
o Brand promise formulation
o Creative (logo and tagline) and refinement drive
 Brand culturalization initiatives
o Integrate brand into collateral, signage, etc and distribute into community
and marketplace
o Brand manual and guidelines distribution for partners
o Communications (website) and Public relations with all stakeholders
(residents, local businesses, ANRTA members and visitors)
 Periodic brand assessment
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Marketing and Business Opportunities Check List









Assess Current Destination Situation
Competition analysis
Strategies and objectives by target market segments
Update regularly; rolling plan updated annually
Analyze national, provincial and regional travel trends and implications
Resource allocation and timing
Diversify with non-traditional DMO business approaches
Critical factors for destination success

Research Check List
 Approach to ensure a mix of qualitative and quantitative data collection
 Plan to produce a visitor research report including visitor profile
 Determine destination economic impact by collecting data from each municipal
region and from operators
 Identify community concerns (“hot buttons”) relative to the visitor economy
 Online analytics (website, online reviews and social media)
 Return on Investment (ROI) measurement
 Budget; using an multi-year approach to spread costs
 Investigate Environics Analytics as a data set option
http://www.environicsanalytics.ca
Destination Advocacy and Community Relations







Prioritize with stakeholder relationships
Address key issues in the communities based on research
Ensure resource allocation and timing is considered
Plan messaging to target audience activities; use measurement to monitor results
Develop a plan for crisis communications
Consider using the DMO Advocacy Toolkit from DMAI

Modified from DMAI and David Anderson, DCI 2006-2015
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“Effective destination management relies on
an iterative and continual planning process
that integrates tourism into a community’s
social, economic and environmental aspirations.”
Sustainable Tourism Online

Spidercreek in Willmore
Photo credit: Alberta Parks
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The Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance Destination
Management Plan was developed with generous support from
Alberta Culture and Tourism.

Prepared by The Alberta Northern Rockies Tourism Alliance
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